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Vision
E. "Al Pacino" Stager, a WS
theater major, is 15 years younger
than Al Pacino. Among her favorite
hobbies and pastimes are Al Pacino
and Al Pacino. Her future plans in
clude seeing the next Al Pacino

Mary Gaitskill Ii
nd has submitted

Gioia Rainey, 33, has returned home to Ohio after,
being away for 15 yc:ars. She now goes to school at
Wright State and works here as a counsellor--Iike the
heroine of her story. She is an English major and has
taken a number of courses in Creative Writing. Her
main interests are classical and popular piano,
needlework and knitting, and, of course, writing.

The profiles have
composed by several people
the writers and artists them
selves, their families or
friends, and the NEXUS staff.
We hope this page will be
successful in making our writ
ers more than merely disem
bodied names, in making
them more human and acces
sible. We hope this page will
br:ng our contributors and
readers closer to each other in
mutual sympathy and friend
ship. For that, after all, is
what a literary magazine is all
bout.

Adam King, 25, is majoring in
WSU. Formerly a resident of Hawaii, he now lives in
Yellow Springs. His main interests are painting and
playing the piano. He enjoys a wide variety of
music--"from Mingus to Boulez" .. , is an admirer of
Mondrian, keeps an aquarium and is an avid collector
of potted plants.

Mike Smith writes, "I'm 25, a lover of
creative writing, Sociology and overindulgence
of any kind . I've worked five years full time as
a Microforms librarian (currently at WSU). I
dream of escaping to the South for a creative
profession, perhaps basketweaving. My life's
goal is to see Ohio become America' s largest
manmade lake."

has taken a num~
her of Creative
Writing classes,
lives in Kettering,
Ohio.

Cleary, a
sophomore in the
Art
Dept.
WSU, plans to
move to Athens,
Ohio, to continue
with his photo
graphy at Ohio
University. Dan's
other interests are
and

reading and writ
ing, his favorite
activities are run
ning and going
for long country
w lks.

wsu.

Brad Schide, 22, joined Wright
State in the Fall quarter. He is 1
majoring in English. His main
interest is writing; he likes work-·
ing with serious themes, some
times handling them in a humor
ous manner. His other major
interest is reading. He enjoys
" just about anything," but espe
cially D. H. Lawrence,

Sue Scibetta writes, "I think a poet
should always be on guard against
his own motivations. The natural
process of poetry writing is so often
perverted into a contest, harsh and
never-ending, either with oneself or
with imagined 'adversaries,' an at
tempt to prove that one is the most
witty, sensitive and talented." Sue
is a former Editor of and frequent
contributor to NEXUS.

Barry Dempster is a Canadian
lives in Toronto. His work has been published
inover ahundred magazines, including NEXUS.
He is the Editor of Tributaries, and author of a
forthcoming book of poems, A Fable for
Isolated Men.

'
glish could be in
t making her a
Dan lyrics. She i
eron Crowe.

Sue and Ken St.
Robin L.
and Pat
Porter are students
of photography at

Ken Dunbar was born in Dayton and
has lived all 21 years of his life in
the same neighborhood. "Every
day,'' writes Ken , " I walk past my
old grade-school to catch a bus up to
Wright State where I am majoring
in English." Ken 's work has been
previously published in Nexus.

Dawne Dewey is
23, married and
majoring in An
thropology
and
History at WSU.
Her interst in
camping and ca
noeing is reflec
ted in her poetry.
"Nature and the
simple lifestyle of
rural America are
the subjects I
most enjoy writ
ing about," she
says. "I hope
through my writ
ing to be able to
help myself and
others find some
peace of mind and
sense of belong
ing in today's
usy world."

Ed Davis, 26, gui
tar player, admir
er of James Tay
lor, running en
thusiast, and lov
er of long walks,
is currently an in
structor of En
glish at WSU. Ed
of

Mike Gingrich is a Program Manager at
Wright Pat and holds undergraduate and
undergraduate degrees in physics. Photogra
phy has long been a major interest of his and
much of his work reflects his scientific training.
He regards his photography as a "developing
art" where his interests have shifted from the
technical to the artistic aspect. Much of his
work is abstract and experimental. At the
moment he is working on a 'spectrum of Ohio
architecture.' '
Edward B. Bynum professor
poet, lives in Cromwell, Con
necticut.
Harrison Orr, a
WSU student ma
joring in English
and Environmen
tal Studies is a
Technical
Pub
lishing Consultant
at the Wright Patt
Air Force Base.
Harrison's main
literary interest is
surrealistic prose.

Lisa Swire zynski
writes: ' ' Although
some
people
would argue that
what I write is
neither fiction nor
essays nor poetry,
it comes out as a
synthesis of all
three forms." A
graduate Teach
ing Assistant at
the English de
partment at WSU,
25 year old Lisa is
a writer of "short
short stories."

A thorned effect, affect
Thin lipped, judgemental, blue
About the eyes, but blue,
Minor around the eyes. Do we
Harass winter? Are there gods?
If so, we must do the processional
Step around their tender graves.
We must watch our thoughts
Like clocks. We must stop
Laughing, to see the play
For what it is: as a thing,
A coconut shell someone
Left on the black sand beach;
A doll that has been
Mended and coddled and recoddled,
Sewn for, put to sleep.
We must consider weather
A fever that takes the sun as a pill.
Or we could say, set to music,
The machine is blind;
Deny the veins that chug in the snow bed,
That it melts in colors, that
We heard the dawn sigh in our sleep.
It's late; down the hall the night
Light bums like ice; bedroom doors
Shut tight as violin cases.
I thought I heard the birds
And the surf-a symptom so strong
I thought that I was happyDown the hall, unjust and ineffective
Imitations of motion. A resignation
Turned there, inhabitation of defended
Defense, visitation of Jesus or Peter Pan
On a pale horse. The inn
Is full. Too sad, too poor, too sane.

Larry Bortner, a Teaching Assistant at the Mathe
matics dept. at WSU, grew up on a family dairy farm
and attended a small country school. "I started writing
soon after I started reading. I like writing Science
Fiction, but in it I try to deal with realistic human
aspects. I have been working on a novel for the past
few years. The first chapter, "Chapter One,''
appeared in NEXUS last Spring. "The Sentinel" is the
second chapter,'' writes Larry.

Jane Parenti is a recent graduate of WSU.
She started as a Medical student and then
switched to English. She works in a doctor's
office, an experience that finds expression in
much of her poetry. Jane's major interests are
writing-both poetry and poetry criticism-and
teaching creative writing. Her interest in
reading is extensive-from Robert Lowell and
Roethke to Ann Sexton and Sylvia Plath. She
also reads a .great many contemporary jour
nals, "always looking for something new."
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California-born Laura Grolla is
a Communications major. She
just moved to Ohio from Illinois,
where she had been working with
the handicapped,--"and I'm al
ready restless." Her main inter
ests are Art, raquetball and
swimming, "but my most favor
ite thing is people--1 really get
into people,'' Laura is 18.

The amber crowd developing
dance from the tableaux,
hand-lit nights to explore
from the deep hall.
They have removed the space for a soiree
as if stars in simple purple
were left holding the patio
like an empty tray. Rectangular trucks
spitted across the highway at this remove
their metal, we make them natural for our guests;
then are rushed back leading pearled lightning
bugs: let us orient our tasks to this.

LUSTYLIBRARIANLIMERICKS

Let the yellow oak join the gloved beckon
and the children's petaled wands, the tiffany algae
swivel, amused, from the smooth comer.
The notion hung from the beam
by certain savoir-faire that we could all go
sing to tease our expensive hill,
if we had voices. And let brambled snags
come shiver in the bead of attention,
o my tan leaf, our astonished conversation:
a grackle, trapped in its own surprise
like fireworks leaves and reveals a secret wrist.

by Adam King

Shapely librarian Sue

BY Mike Smith

Denied that the rumors were true

WINNER OF THE LIMERICK CONTEST
She had not lend her curves
to overnight reserves

HONORABLE MENTION GOES TO THE FOLLOW
ING:

There was a poor fellow in Dayton
There was a young student of fiction,
Who suffered semantic affliction.
When the words all connoted,
Twice what they denoted,
He could not resist the add-diction.

Who declared, "It's the season fer' matin'
•

for an innocent honey."
WSU, is interest
ed in printmaking
as well as photo
graphy.

Coming in to find a mirror
in which to touch the hair,
we touch no walls any more
than walls are smoke.
And the hair treated and graceful
we move back to a warm throng.
Like a surgeon's gesture for the gloves
raise our hands to wave,
to draw the line the lock
left behind the ear, we receive
the garment of the event, mo\le into
its grey net, not to allow
the party to bruise or point
the expectations, the pale garden.

by Susan Scibetta

And was never a day overdue.
Sharon Malone-White, 34, is a student of Criminolo
gy at Wright State. Her work has previously appea~ed
in NEXUS. Her hobbies are writing, creative sewmg
and gardening. She has two children, aged 13 and ~4.
Recently she has remarried and moved to Champaign
County, where she is working on a series of lmagist
poems about her personal life.

Passage

Fishing,
you can only hope,
pin on a more delicious worm,
hope. It is futile
to stamp your foot,
to beg.
Yet you may find at any time a home
beside a cloudy water.
It may take days,
stonelike by the blank, still sea-top,
to learn with some uncertain eye
the poison stones that catch your tries.
Then, almost as if the water were gone,
a certain landscape will emerge,
visible only to youthe menace, the stones
of such dangerous colors.
This will be learned over many days;
they may become, in fact, a number
of years,
perhaps five.
At the end of the years,
you will suddenly see
another creature approaching the shore,
trembling, secretive, dodging ahead
from tree to tree.
You must not cry out: I warn you.
The other will crouch by the shore,
and soon the water will eddy and flow,
and the stones will turn into fishes.

by Adam King

" I'll save all my money
Pipe smoking P.T. Corrigan may often be found
prowling the corridors of the Creative Arts building
with his Nikon. He can be recognized by his yellow
"Cat" hat and by the gleam in his eye as he pounces
upon unwary victims. A senior majoring in Art at
WSU, P.T. helps run the departmental photo lab.

Untitled

Marjean Gingrich

At least he'll get rich while he's waitin'

There was a young man from Dubuque,
Whose table manners were quite a fluque;
Whenever he'd see
A carrot or pea,
He'd run to the bathroom and puque.

Lovely librarian Lynn
Went from size twe y to ten
Although she once 1 ,ked

There was a young man from Hoboken
Who just couldn't seem to stop smoken;
At last he was sure
That he'd hit on a cureHe had all of his fingers broken.

like an oversized bo<
They're checking he :>Ut again.

Rebecca Aurore-Leigh Metcalf

..
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Queen Of The Streetcar
by Mary Gaitskill
A
Sue Jones of Northern Insurance pushes her way
through the smog index, holding her purse in one wet
hand. She pushes on with the clerk world moving,
noses first, towards the College streetcar. Her dust
collecting glasses hang off the·side of her face and dig
into the soft flesh on either side of her nose. She hates
those glasses. They hurt and they ruin her whole look
too. That damn dress she's got on doesn't do much for
her either. It malr.es her breasts look at least an inch
smaller.
The crowd moves like desperate turtles pulsing out
to the ancestral sea with slow determined lunges.
mandibles clench together, cellulite explodes under
nylon, feet, swollen like cobras, ooze out of high
heeled shoes, polyester seeps with anxious sweat as
the crowd pushes on with collective effort. And Sue
pushes on with them holding her purse, lurching up
into the hot, thrumming car and clonlr.ing past the
bodies.
A boy with a kind face regards her small breasts.
She smiles, twitches her nose to shift those filmy
.glasses over to the other half of her face and settles
her hips against the wall. The streetcar rumbles
forward; sparks fly on the line and Sue wonders if they
will all be electrocuted.
There aren't very many good-looking women on the
streetcar, at least not from what can be seen in this
fleshy mass. Of course, Sue is no buttery doll with
American Dream breasts and buttocks, but sbe is a
perfect size five with a nice waist, a very sweet face,
and she is In Proportion. So, even in the dress that
makes her look smaller, even in those grimy glasses,
she is Queen of this streetcar, as usual. Surely the
men of the streetcar would recognize this if they could
lift their bleary low-cholestrol eyes over their red rims
and see beyond Mere Breast.
She graciously accepts a seat when the admiring boy
leaves the car, still looking at her. She squeezes her
thighs together, away from the body of a man pressing
in beside her and looks out of the window at all the
familiar billboard messages. She sees the one for
underwear that displays five male pelvises all wearing
very nice underwear, the one for Club magazine-Ca
nada's own centerfoldl-with the pale peroxide babe
looking out of it like a trapped goldfish, the one for
tires, the one for shoes,-and a new billboard. The
streetcar stops right in front of it to let more people
heave in and out, and Sue looks. It's a picture of two
bull-necked construction workers emerging out of
manholes to stare heartily at a passing woman's legs.
And what legs! Long as stretched putty, with flat
knees the exact same thickness as the calves and pre
cariously tiny ankles teetering around in big swas
tika-black high heels. The ad reads: "Like Benson and
Hedges: The longer the better."
The streetcar closes off and rattles forth again. A
new wave of people belly their way down the aisle,
looking for seats. Sue scans them with anxiety. She
had never thought of it that way before, "The longer
the better.'' Suddenly the women of the streetcar look
different. Legs stand out like shimmery nylon bea
cons, menacing as daggers. Long, yes, as birch limbs,
as swan's necks, long as Bambi's very own shanks,
graceful and perfect as a picture postcard. Like
Benson and Hedges! The longer the better.
Eventually the car grinds into Sue's stop and she
heaves out the door with everybody else. She gets to

her door, fumbles with the key and opens it. There
stands a fellow tenant, picking absently through the
mail_. "Gary," she says, "how do you feel about legs,
girl's legs?"
"What?"
"Well, how do you lite them? I mean, do you like
any particular kind, lite long or short or . . .
anything?"
Gary chews the inside of his mouth for a second. "I
like long legs best, I guess. Why?"
She doesn't answer.
After dinner, Sue goes into the bathroom with a
couple of dresses and tries them on in front of the
mirror. She sees just what she had suspected. Sue is a
stump, a little antly stump! And she's never known it
till today!
Sue wears corduroys to work the next day. They are
navy blue, gray around the edges and miserably hot,
but at least they keep them covered. Sue stumps up
onto the College streetcar and scuttles into the nearest
seat. From there she watches the other women as they
pile up off the street.
Such awesome, matchless beauty, a whole world of
it that she had never dreamed existed! The shimmer
ing curve of perfect calves, lite the curves of Walt
Disney's sugary sick.le moons, little springy knees,
coltish thighs, Trnker Bell ankles shooting out of their
shoes, legs, brown with sun and long, long, up to the
swishing little skirts they all seem to have on. Poor
wretched Sue! Of course, she isn't the only stump
aboard, but that's no comfort. The ride to work is
joyless.
At the office, she trots around the silent gray
cabinets. mascara ringed eyes flickering through the
accumulation on her glasses. It's just as she thought.
The office is full of Legs. Even the cream-of-wheat
faced blonde with eyes full of pale brown granules has
long ones. Break is no better. At the clean, whirring
orangeade vending machines, the men from upstairs
are full of glances and silent tabulations , and Sue
wants to study each one. She despairs when she sees
them look at the long calves of that typist from
downstairs, whose stark shins look like they've been
carved out of raw ebony.
This goes on all week-the humid, trundling trips in
the morning, the worried office hours, the gruelling
push home through the thick sun beating down on the
heavy pants she wears over her short, sweating legs.
She spends almost all her spare time in front of the
bathroom mirror, trying to see herself in a new light,
calculating the lengths of legs clipping down the
street, asking men for their opinions.
Friday afternoon, Sue has lunch in the Pancake
Plaza, like she usually does. She's sitting there,
staring at the menu, when a woman catches her eye, a
brooding Clairol brunette wearing pale pink pants,
posed over a plate of pineapple waffles. Almost
automatically, Sue watches her when she walks from
her table to the Ladies, and from the Ladies to her
table again. Sue is still watching her as she slips her
hips between table and chair as she sits down, her
pink hems hiking up to reveal five-inch, high-heeled
shoes. Sue freezes. Suddenly it hits her, like an alarm
at six in the morning. This woman does not have long
legs! She has high-beefed shoes!
That afternoon, Sue doesn't clobber home on the
College streetcar. She takes the subway down to
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Eaton's, still thriving on Friday night, with all $82.53
of her paycheck cashed and lying in her purse.
In through the spinning doors of shimmering glass
and chrome she goes, into the sunless, stainless,
sweatless world that is Eaton's. She breaks her
subway stride, slowing down to let the air-conditioned
perfection permeate her soul. She drifts past the
displays, running her fingers over the cool leather
handbags swollen with crisp tissue, the brilliant nylon
scarves, the bright, hard jewelry. She is soothed by
the music, and fascinated by the celestial shine of the
cosmetic counters, each bearing the emblem of its
house like a proud beacon; "Revlon." "Love." "Max
Factor."
After a half hour or so, she finds herself in the shoe
department, a little piece of floor with a beige carpet
purring over it, sitting modestly aside from the rest of
Eaton's like a private table at a restaurant. Oh, what a
nice little department, so convenient, so intimate. The
spindly aluminum racks hold the shoes carefully, the
rows of chairs shine and scatter tiny rays of reflected
fluorescent light, and the clean, silent man waits for ·
her to show interest, his appropriately ordinary body
leaning off to one attentive angle. It is here that she
sees them.
The instant her eyes alight on those sandals sitting
there nestled against the "fall colors" background,
she knows they are the ones. They have four-inch
heels of quiet beige leather, and how understated,
how utterly tasteful they look! And yet they are
flippant too, the epitome of cool summer fun. In a
dream, she docilely lets the man take her long, white
feet, one after the other, and slip them gently into the
soft, commercial leather that embraces them eagerly
in a beautiful fit.
She feels so perfect as she trots through Eaton's
with her fresh new shoes safely ensconsed in a box of
rustly paper and a plastic Eaton's bag. She feels so
perfect that, instead of going home, she slides into the
Abstract Shop, a dark alcove of aluminum and plastic.
Of course, now she'll have to borrow money to pay the
week's rent, but it's worth it for the ineffable bliss of
buying a pair of long, long ice cream pink pants just
like those of that beautiful dark-haired woman at the
Pancake Plaza . She also buys a pair of cool, cloudy
blue ones that hold her tenderly around the hips and
thighs, and a yellow halter top.
And the way they look together! When she slips into
the ravishing privacy of a change room and puts it all
on--sandals, slacks, top--her mouth parts like Marilyn
Monroe's, her cheeks flush with intensity. She is
transported. The sight of that tall, cool, full-lipped
hormone beauty with those great, long legs, shining
out at her from that mighty sheet of glass, it is too
much! For the first time, she begins to understand the
helpless mob grovelling at the feet of beautiful people.
She steps out into a drizzling twilight rain just in
time to catch the Dundas streetcar as it thrums
through the gray stillness. Oh, beautiful dependable
thing! She feels a silent contentment as she cuddles
into the vinyl seat. She feels deeply secure looking at
the street neon glimmering through the rain as she
slides home in the warm car. She can hardly believe
what she saw in the Eaton's mirror. She can hardly
believe that those wonderful clothes are really hers.
She can hardly believe that the next day, once again,
she will be.. .Queen of the Streetcar, undisputed.

Blue Caboose·
Me and Sarey went down to the tracks to watch the
8:30 train head on downtown. We sat back in the
weeds, waitin till we heard the sad moanin of the
whistle. "Here comes the train"! screams Sarey,
pointin down the rails, ·eyes glitterin and her heart
flip-floppin . Both of us stretched out, leanin to see
who could get the first glimpse of the big black en
gine. "There it is mommie" I Why the child went wild
with excitement and that big white spotlight came
$lowly movin up the tracts. Sarey thinks of massive
movin metal while ma thinks of a long lost lover who
used to shovel gravel for the railroad. We ran down to
put an ear to the cold steel rails, just wantin to hear
the train b'fore we naturally could-couldn't hear a

byNancy Horning
damn thing . .. ... must be an ole wives tale. We
went back to our weeds-ears had t'be content tnowin
they'd hear the wheels when they could. "Loot Sarey
look! " yells ma, " It's a long one! " Box cars rockin on
the rails; kind of reminded ma of a carnival ride and
the sound of them wheels reminded her of a sad,
gentle plea, (ain't it strange what mothers think
sometimes), and the train went slowly rollin by at five
miles per hour~Sounded a little happier as it went by
us though-probably jest cause it knew we came jest
to see it. Sarey waves to the engineer and he pulls the
cord that tells the train that it's time to speak up and
with much strain and effort it cries its sad "howdy
do. '.' Pittsburgh, Boston, North Carolina! "Why, that

train's been everywhere! Wonder why it's wailin?"
wonders ma. "Loot Sarey-lt's the caboose!" But it's
not red-it's bluet Who ever heard of a blue ca
boose! "But it's not tradition! " bitches ma, and in
stead of a withered up little ole man with sunken
cheeks and bright eyes, there's a twenty-five or so
year old dude with a Mr. World custom done natural,
wearin platform shoes ridin in the caboose and sayin
" What's happenin mama" to ma. Sarey says good-bye
to the train while ma jest sits. On the way back home
Sarey talks of big lights, big boxcars, and big sounds
and ma jest nods with a smile on her face and a tear
runnin down her cheeks.

Untitled

Texas
Hot vinyl $Cats stick to my skin crossing rabid heat
waved blacktop. Armadillos lie on their sides, heads
smashed. Cowboy hats worn in old Cadillacs seem to
never blow off in convertibles. Lone Star cans malr.e
makeshift guardrails. Drivers can drink while they
drive. A brick controlled cruise control rests spastic
ankle muscles. Anonymous wheezing cars rest beside
the road with st'eaming cowhomed hoods. Country
music makes me gag with "I've got a tiger by the tail"
prototypes. Blatant cow herders yell at me through
dusty windows to cut my hair. I pretend not to hear
and pull out my imaginary six-shooter and fill them all
full of lead. The panhandle is held by toothless barbed
wire that stretches aimlessly in the sunset.

When I was a little boy my mother used to wash our
kitchen floor. One day when I sat on the kitchen table
chair she made soapy water with her bucket and
sponge, and asked me to go out to do little boy things.
I wanted to watch so she let me stay. All the chairs
and tables were removed one by one until I was left on
my kitchen chair island on a kitchen floor ocean of
soapy water. Mom washed and washed all around and
under my chair, with me not allowed to step onto the
sudsy tiles until she was done and it was all dried up.
When it was dried I went out to play.

by Steve Cooley

by Harrison Orr

Mike Fender
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P .T. Corrigan

Robin L.Beard
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P .T. Corrigan

....._A May Rose
I never knew my mother. What age I was when she
died, or what she had died from, I never knew. It was
a secret kept from me. I never once heard her name
brought up in a conversation. Dad and I visited
grandma's house once or twice a week-grandma was
the only relative I had that still lived around us-and I
thought for sure she would be talked about some time;
but she never was, at least not while I was in the
room. That's what I began to think: they just didn't
discuss her in my presence, as if a kid shouldn't know
about his own mother until he reached his thirtieth or
fiftieth birthday. I was thirteen; I thought I had a right
to know something about her.
The only thing I really knew about her was that her
grave was in "The Angels of Mercy Cemetery." My
father used to go there after church every Sunday-he
didn't anymore-and say a silent prayer, while I stood
there staring at his closed eyes. It was a large
cemetery with a great number of headstones, which
looked like huge tablets jetting up from the earth.
Since it was on the way to school, I used to
occasionally stop by her grave. Whenever I had a
problem I couldn't solve, I always stopped there, open
minded and ready to talk: I used to feel she talked
back to me. Sometimes I took my finger and rubbed it
along the engraved letters of her name: Christina
Lynnly. The marble was cold and smooth and the
letters always felt like small crevices dug in the soil. I
remembered how neat it was to think that she had the
same last name as my own: it was like seeing your
name in print for the first time. I never thought much
about my name until then. I began to wonder who had
named me Brett. It had to be mother. I thought her to
be a very creative person. like an artist. And beautiful.
Yes, she must have been beautiful-she had to be
some goddess. Sometimes, I believed that she wasn't
dead at all. that she had just left town; the headstone
was a monument left to her great name.
I lived \\'ith my father in a small apartment: he
always complained it was too big for our needs. He
had very little to say most of the time, but sometimes I
think he felt he should say something, so he would ask
me how I was getting along at school. When I started
talking though, often after only a few minutes, I felt he
was not listening, as if he had something else on his
mind. After I had stopped talking, he would pick up
his newspaper again and resume hi reading, often
times leaving my questions unanswered.I told him
about this a couple of times. but he onl:1 got upset with
me, so I decided to leave things that were unan
swered, unanswered.
We rarely went anywhere together-we didn't go to
church anymore-other than to his mother's and the
grocery store. Occasionally, we would go downtown;
but I suppose that was just to break his routine a bit,
for we never had any reason to go, and we never
bought anything. As a matter of fact, he watched his
money very closely and continually stressed the
importance of the discipline to me. He always brought
up the story of the great Willie Mays, who had once
been bankrupt. "All the money he had earned and
didn't have a cent of it left," he would say while
poking his finger at my chest. "That's what can
happen to you if you're not careful." Of course, he
was far from being in Willie Mays's condition. He had
worked at the General Motors plant in town for some
twenty-five years: he screwed two bolts on some part
of the car as it moved down the assembly line.
I was amazed how much he had changed from the
photographs grandma had shown me. Some of them
were taken ten or twelve years ago-some of them
much earlier than that. He looked so vibrant. There
was one picture where he and a friend, both of them in
their military uniforms, were laughing and putting
their arms around one another: the way dad held the
beer can in his hand made it look like he was
proposing a toast to the person who was snapping the
photograph. His hair was much darker then and his
eyes glowed with a life I had never seen before. His
hair was extremely gray now, especially on the sides,
his face was worn and tired looking and his sparse
gray moustache looked rather comical.

Almost Drowned In 62

by Brad Schide

Every time grandma got in the mood to reminisce,
she would get out the old photo albums. I always tried
to find a picture of mother; I figured she had to be in
one of the albums. I asked grandma to identify every
picture of a woman I had never seen before. I knew
she wouldn't tell me if it was my mother, but I thought
. perhaps I could tell who it was by her embarrassed
silence. One day I came across a picture that looked
like it had been cut with a pair of scissors. It was a
photograph of my father.
"Grandma, why has this been cut?"
"How do you know it's been cut?"
"It looks like it, don't it? This end of the pitcher is
kind of rounded off. Besides, it's smaller than the rest
of the pitchers." I watched her closely for clues.
"Probably something your father did."
"What do you mean? Why would he cut it?"
"l don't know, dear. Now just forget about it."
"All I want to know is why it's been cut." Then she
gave me the clue I was waiting for: she looked away
from me and seemed to think more closely about what
to say.
"I really don't know, dear-would you like some
cookies?"
The old trick of changing the subject; grandma was
good at that. Every time I had tried discussing my
mother with her, when dad wasn't around, she ended
up changing the subject somehow. Nevertheless, I still
felt very victorious, until I realized I still hadn't seen
her: she was still faceless.

I tried talking to dad about mother once. I brought
her name up when we were at the supper table: I think
I asked him how she died. Well, it was the maddest
I've ever seen him; he sent me to my room right after
supper. But later, when I went to the bathroom, I saw
him in the chair by the front door, his face buried in
his hands-he was crying. I had never seen him cry
before, but I still remembered his anger, so I went
back to bed. Then, later that night, I heard him creep
into my room, thinking I was asleep, and he kissed me
lightly on the forehead. He was talking to himself in a
loud whisper as he headed to his room.
It was May seventeenth-mother's birthday. I
bought her a rose at the flower shop and planned to
put it on her grave on the way home from school; but
since I was already running late, I thought I'd better
wait till after supper. When I got home, dad was in the
kitchen.
"Where have you been?" he asked in a stern, yet
gentle tone of voice.
"Me, Susan, Tim and Phil were helping the teacher
clean up her room. It was Sam Liken's birthday today.
We had a big party for him."
"I wish you would of told me you was going to be
late. We were going to have lettuce, bacon and tomato
sandwiches and soup, but I didn't know when to put
the bacon a frying or when to start the soup. I've told
you before, but from now on..."
"But I didn't know I was going to be late. I swear. I
didn't even know I was going to help clean up the

room. She just asked for four volunteers and I
volunteered."
"What's that in your hand there?"
"A rose."
"I know that, but what are you doing with it?"
I didn't know quite what to say. I never told him
that I visited mother's gravesite. "It's.. .it's somebo
dy else's birthday today; I plan to give it to
her...him. "
"Who?"
I ran over to the couch and sat down. "It's for
mother. It's for mother I"
A blank expression appeared on his face. He stared
at the wall behind me as if he were seeing something I
couldn't see. "Who told you it was her birthday?"
''Nobody. I just remembered where her grave was.''
He looked at me. His smile reminded me of one of
the old photographs taken of him. He walked over to
the window and silently looked out.
"How did she die?" The question seemed to spring
to life without my knowing.
He turned and faced me for a moment, then looked
out the window again. "Your mother and I loved each
·
other very much."
"But why must I never know anything about her?"
"She was the only person I ever loved. When she
died, I..." He paused. I couldn't tell if he was crying
or not. "I guess I blamed you for her..."
"Death I"
"She died . ..so that you...could live."
When I finally realized what he said, I began to cry
as I have never cried before. I bolted out the
door-half in shame, half in fear-leaving the rose
behind.
"Brett!"
But I was already gone. I sprinted down the broad
avenues, the well trimmed lawns and through the
woods until I reached the cemetery. And as I came to
mother's grave, I suddenly felt like some stranger or
intruder. It was like all the graves in the temetery had
turned against me-they were all calling me a
murderer. After all, it was me who was responsible for
her death. All this time I had loved her and visited her
grave, when it was me who had put her in the ground
in the first place. "I didn't mean to do it mother,
please, I didn't mean itl" I fell to my knees crying,
begging for her forgiveness.
I started when a hand rested on my shoulder. We
stood there amid the cemetery's silence. Then, before
we headed home together, he placed my rose on her
grave.

at the bottom
of the lake
there's a boy
lodged in the mud
who refuses to
breathe again ·
choosing to remain
a dwarf a wet
memory a place
to stare at
if you ever think
of drowning
the boy slobbers
says the boat
hung the curve
too fast says
the water was
as hard as stone
he twists a bit
on the bottom
spraying sand
into the green
shadows says
his feet are gone
his skiis have rotted
he giggles bubbles
soar into the space
around him cloud him
make it all disappear
i watch this
from a rowboat
on my knees looking
down into the Jake
a field of bubbles
rising _with my face
in the middle the
lake settling into a mirror

...

by Barry Dempster
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Grace
Who are we to question?
God's grace in this (most merciful)
sunset: the sky
spread out like a golden-throated dove

--. .. -

whose wings (most holy) purple the earth

--·--

.

quietly with His
(most hopeful) peace.
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by Roxanne Semon
Mike Fender
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Skyscrapers

Necessity Is The
Mother Of Invention

Lost And F'ound

when i was a child
I return found

and heard them speak of
A cowboy somewhere, bored to death,
Espied a cactus, spineless, green.
No longer bored, he's raving mad,
For he discovered mescaline.

by Gene Fehler

Thoughts OfAn
Inattentive Lover
In your room, there is a ceiling131 accoustical blocks.

Simplicity

etc

my young mind conjured up

the girl by the window devouring
a hamburger surely must wonder why
I gaze at her
what makes you so attractive, my dear? it's not
the way you camel-chew your food,
or certainly not your oily black hair stringing over your
eyes,
or how you push your tongue between your teeth,
removing
pieces of meat
-though being a sane man, I normally find these
things breathtakingly attractive in a woman
no, it must be your carefree brain, taxed by nothing
more complicated
than the desire
to finish
the
last
bite

and hanging gray i often saw

I've found a night

suspended above me

disturbing me and

laid across the open blue

would send it on

bowl of the sky, as if

You might make better use of

scratching that broad

it

expanse of space's pale belly;

for removing myself from it.

soft feathers, woolly snakes, they

But I've lost the formula

byLillieD. Chaffin

trailed behind the navy jets,
who often encased my world in
pure sound: sonic boom, those

They stare at me so blankly; on my back I have no place

whistling sleek jets, how i envied

by Bryan Taulbee

if they're signed

the plumes of white

1 have counted them as I heard your echoed breathing.

to look but up.

umbrellas books

skyscrapers

them their view up there

My love, you have four moles on your right shoulder,

of the sparkling gulf, the

two on yo1,1r left.

cool, green atlantic,

131 blocks engulf me.

able to touch the sky, they
scraped it with their machines:

I close my eyes.
skyscrapers

Cindy Bornhorst

by Debra Simeon

by E.L. Stager

Bathroom Memories
There are
Orange-colored
Carrot peelings
In the
Dirty cat box
And
Dolly Parton
Sings
"I wish you love"
On the
TV

As I slip
Into the warm
Inviting
Bubble bath

by Sharon Malone- White.
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Cindy Bornhorst

Young Tree/Transformations

Untitled

Blind, bruised, hysterical and cold
the mad virgin grits her teeth and holds
against the iceblade wind slicing about her head.

December breath twilight bloats
and stretches. The white, gray fouled snow
graved with dead birds, bottles,
paper advertisements flung and disarrayed
still governs the slowblooded pulse
and passage of the year.

Deep as druid sleep but more clear
and fine arching her fingers, limbs,
snowglassed and thin into the evening sky

Untitled

breaking camp

moss blankets the cinders

an orange sun

of an abandoned road

sneaks over the ridge

where the rusty handle

hurrying daybreak,

of a weathered pump

trying to erase

squeaks out an existence

the smell of the fire,

of clear cold spring water.

soft smoke sifting

the sad eyes

through patient trees.

of a hollow farmhouse,

a breeze

a stone's throw from

gently steals our canoe

a creaking wotkhorse

downriver,

windmill,

our excuse

turning for sparrows,

to linger longer

look out over an emptiness

over breakfast

of clover and dandelions

she halts , has you like a nettle ' s prey .

across the fields

Time and woodworm sleep in her flesh till

down to the creek

by Dawne E~ Dewey

Spring like a choir of frenzied nuns

where dry summer days
trickle away.

calls in exalted hosannas

by Dawne E. Dewey

her back to the lush , sexrich , birdbrown
and green branches groaning with flowers .

by Ed Bynum

LauraGrolla

Untitled

Starlings

Light ash, the wan white upward,
Dawn dims the last dark,
Frail as pale ash;
Above the airy ashTree, past the sycamore,
Mists morning 's pallid sun.

Swooping through snow
Swollen starlings
Filling the maple tree
at eight a.m.
Screeching at the kitchen window.

Over silver water-curls
Over slowly-smoothed
Stones, photons fall

On the counter
by the sink
an old aluminum pan,
A pile of bread scraps
frosted with bacon fat
garnished with sand.

Like lace, point and polish
Each eddy; waterfall
Waves dash and splash vapor.
The click of snapping sticks sifts
Muffled under moss:
Mole or owl moved;

by Gloria Rainey

And hidden, barely bodied birds
Fife in the forest; the mild moths
Meander, slip under, slumber.

byAdamKing
sixteen-16
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Elevator
After a long time of smiling and goodmornings in the
elevator, they are beginning to be on familiar terms
that is, for two days now, one of them has commented
on the weather.
This morning is raining, cold. He says he would rather
be at home reading a good book beside a cozy fire.
"Oh, you have a fireplace? That's nice."
"Yeah."
DING! The two lights up.
"Have a nice day."
As she steps out of the elevator the fire crackles he is
reading she is playing the piano Chopin water drizzles
down the window gray light he looks up from his book
would you like some more wine eyes deepen with

by Lisa Swirczynski
pleasure you are pretty this afternoon tender long slow
kisses "Good morning, Kay. Can you have this ready
for me by noon?"
"Hi there!"
Looking up from the newspaper, chewing a french fry
she says, "Well, hi-have a seat," then worries is her
mouth greasy or does she have ketchup on her chin.
"I've never seen you here before. We usually only
meet in the elevator."
"I come here everyday for lunch, but usually later."
"Oh."
"What are you reading there?"
"An article on Ernest Hemingway."
"Ever read his books?"

"Oh yes, I like him very much."
"So do it. I identify with his characters."
They discuss Hemingwa until he has finished his
lunch and says he has to get back to work and what's
her name anyway?
"Kay. I'll walk back with you."
Crossing the street beside him she is feeling gay and
light like dancing. "What's your name?"
Arising early she knows today is the day yesterday
they had lunch with Hemingway today is the day he'll
ask her for a day with her. Washing her hair
showering shaving pedicuring manicuring powdering
perfuming creaming the skin plucking the brows thirty
painstaking minutes camouflaging blemishes darken
ing lashes blushing cheeks brightening lips shadowing
eyelids rehearsing the smile singing the scale of have
a nice day muffled by a tweed skirt accompanied by
the sound of zippers on the sides of leather boots ac
centuated by a brown suede blazer over a silky blouse.
"Good morning." Smiling like Miss America, she
glows.
"Hi." A half smile.
DING! The two lights up.
"Have a nice day."
Hey you going up what's wrong with you today
floating up to the sixth floor I'll be dancing down here
all morning maybe forever if you don't come down I'll
be spinning in circles forever
Pretending to read the paper at lunch, peeking over
the top of it between bites of ham and cheese. Surely
he'll be here he knows where I am I thought he'd be
here I hoped he would.
As she is leaving the restaurant he dashes in Hey
listen why don't you call your boss tell him you 're not
feeling too well we'll spend the afternoon together
Entering the office building through the glass doors
she sees him coming through the lobby. He sees her.
Beginning to smile, as he turns his back and heads in
the opposite direction, she is opening her mouth to call
out to him but it's occurring to her that she's being
avoided while her body's screaming his name but it's
stuck in her throat and she can't make a sound.
Unhungry,she sips glum coffee and works a crossword
puzzle. She doesn't see him come in but she re
cognizes the voice.
"Mind if I join you?" He sits down across from her.
She has no bright smile but she says, "No, of course
not," in a high breathy voice.
"Dieting or something?"
"No." A long silence.
I'm sorry about yesterday I didn't mean to avoid you
it's just that I like you too much I've been through a
nasty divorce I don't want to get involved with any
body right now and I'm afraid it would be too easy to
become involved with you
You 're a very beautiful girl
"Nice day isn't it?"
You 're sitting on a shelf high above my head and I
can't reach you.
"Yes, it's a lovely day."

Pat Porter

More chitchatchitchat while she stares at a place in the
formica table top where someone has deliberately
chipped the synthetic down to the wood. She wants to
shove the styrofoam cups, ashtray off, to sit in front of
him with no table between them.
She turns the pen between her fingers. He slouches
between squirms in his chair.

eighteen -18

Glimmering
Glimmering hears a ringing in his head. In the
midst of one dream, the alarm jangle awakens him to
another. It is completely dark in the room, even
though the sun should already have risen. His groping
hand knocks the clock to the floor and the ringing
stops. He passes his hand before his eyes. He cannot
see it. He blinks. Still nothing. He feels for the
window shade, tugs on the cord and lets it rise. Utter
blackness. He thinks: I have gone blind.
He calls an ambulance, and has barely hung up the
receiver when the men arrive. In the vehicle he is
aware of every turn, each stop, the cacophony of
voices, tire squeals, car horns.
At the hospital there is movement all about him.
Smells, almost overwhelming, fill his nostrils. Doctors
confer. His eyes are tested. The tests show there is no
physiological explanation for his blindness. There has
been another case, he hears. Another man also went
blind without cause, later regaining his sight as
mysteriously as he lost it.
Nothing can be done for Glimmering. He finds his
way across the city to the home of the once-blind man.
He knocks many times before a feeble voice res
ponds.
"Who is it? What do you want with me?"
Glimmering hears the door opening. •'Are you the
blind man who regained his sight?"
"l am. What is your business with me?"
"I have gone blind as you did. Can you tell me how
I too can regain my sight?"
"Consider your blindness a blessing. Don't wish to
change it."
"That is nonsense," Glimmering says. "Why
should a man not want to see?"
"The sighted are those truly blind. It is the mind
alone which creates the world. The eyes merely distort
it. Only the blind man's imagination is unobscured by
false visions."
"You must have lost your mind when you regained
your sight," Glimmering says. " No sane man wishes
to be blind.''
"If you were not a fool, you would know that no
wise man has use for sight."
"Why didn't you pluck out your eyes when you re
gained your sight, then?"
The man takes Glimmering's hand and brings it to
his face. Glimmering's fingers brush the scarred flesh
of hollow eye-sockets. Glimmering recoils at the man's
self-mutilation; yet, half-mad with desperation, he
persists. "What harm will it do you to tell me how you
regained your sight? Give me the choice to reject it as
you did."
The man sighs. "I will make you a proposition. If
you wish to see again, answer these three questions. If
you succeed, I will help you. This is the first: how
many waves have broken on all the beaches of the
world since time began? This is the second: how many
sunsets have there been since the earth and sun were
made? This is the third; how many men will have lived
in the world from the beginning until the end of time?
Answer me those, and you may yet see again."
"They are impossible."
"If you wish to see again, nothing will be impossible
to you ."
Glimmering leaves. Without the rhythm of light and
darkness, day and night, time loses all meaning. He
goes to the sea, where he listens to the waves
crashing, and smells the salt sea breeze, tasting it on
his tongue, sifting sand through his fingers. His
working senses sharpen, bringing the visible world
back through remembered pictures, filling his head
with things once seen: childhood days spent on
beaches, sunsets, faces of people he has known....
He traces his lips, cheeks and nose, imagining his own
face. The questions torment him, conjuring recalled
visions too beautiful and a reality so vibrant that his
imagination catches fire, maddening him with what his
eyes cannot see.
One miraculous moment of rational thought brings a
solution: no one, not even the blind man, can answer
such questions. No answer, then, can be proven
wrong.

by James Witham

He arrives at the man's door. "I am here to have my
sight restored, as was our bargain," Glimmering says.
" Fool! Blindness has given you no wisdom."
"Never mmd. Do you wish to have your questions
answered?"
"I care nothing for your 'answers.' I only meant to
delay you until you discovered your mistake. You were
chosen to receive the vision only the blind can attain;
but you have rejected it."
"Yes. I want to see again as man was meant to
see."

" As man would keep himself blind!"
" No more of this nonsense. Tell me how I am to see
again before I call you a liar.''
"Go home," the blind man says wearily. "Lie down
in your bed. What you call sight will come to you.''
Glimmering lies in his bed, sightless. He hopes not
to awaken, if he is to awaken blind.

Glimmering hears a ringing in his head. He opens
his eyes. Light is streaming into the room. He closes
his eyes, opens them again, and sees.
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He tuns outside, looks up at the sltjes and clouds,
the trees. All seem strikingly beautiful. He savors all
his eyes take in, like a parched man tasting cool water.
But, meeting people, it becomes more important to tell
what had happened to him than merely to look about.
Some who listen are amused at his bizarre tale, some
tell of their own queer experiences before moving on.
Seeing their indifference, he decides he must write
everything down, capture and prove to himself its
vividness; but already the memory is a coal, fading.
He comes upon a man whose eyes are concealed
behind dark glasses. The man's head rolls around on
his neck as if on a greased i;ole. At his feet are a
bucket and a sign:

HE:L P M€ PA"t po,q I\N
E.'y~ OP£A."i••N
Glimmering might once have dropped a few coins in
the bucket. Today he empties all his pockets of money.
The man mutters, hearing the rustle of paper and the
clink· of metal. Glimmering has moved some steps
beyond before the ringing in his head is no longer
"Thank you" but Fool!
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Her Grandmother's Voice
by Gloria Rainey
Elizabeth thought she heard something like a
branch knocking against the window.
There were were no hedges or trees by the windows
in the den.
Restless eels of tension coiled again, distracting her
from Peter's ,oice as it came through the phone,
explaining, then asking, "ls Dad still in Atlanta?"
"He'II be home tomorrow night."
"Good-I don't want to miss him, and I don't know
how long we'll stay. I don't even know how many of us
there'll be."
Elizabeth turned her back to the room to watch the
drapes, drawn over the wide windows behind and
beside the desk, not really hearing until Peter
repeated himself and she knew she'd missed her cue:
"I hope this won't be a hassle, a bother for you."
"It's never a bother to have you come home," she
said, the words less true than they'd ever been before.
As soon as she hung up, she turned off the desk
lamp, looked over to the sofa where the dog and cat
still lay, heads down. "Getting old and deaf," Eliza
beth murmureii. and the big striped cat didn't move.
She held a slivered opening in the drapes with one
hand, studying the dark yard through her reflection.
Any prowler who looked would have seen her smooth
black hair, the tight parentheses at the corners of her
mouth. She took a deep breath, easing the clogging of
her chest. No eyes met her own through the glass; no
slim leather-clad figure slithered from tree to tree; and
no wind mo\·ed even a leaf.
She crossed the pale blue carpet- elegant, tall, even
in jeans and an old shirt- made a graceful scooping of
yarn and cat and knitting needles, sat and counted the
stitches in the row she had been working on when the
phone rang. The cat rearranged himself with disgust,
and the dog curled tighter. They both knew it was late
and they preferred humans who didn't sleep to at least
be still and quiet.
Elizabeth lost count twice. Tea, she decided, and
said so, brightly to the animals, as though she were
abandoning them.
Sitting at the counter in the kitchen, idly checking
the hanging baskets of philodendron for brown-edged
leaves, she waited for the pot's sharp whistle. Not tea,
she decided, and put the kettle on a trivet, punched
the button on the stove, reaching with the other hand
to answer the phone. While she put the tea bag back
into the cannister, she told Charles she was fine.
"I should be home about seven," he said.
'' Peter wants you to be here. Wants us to meet
Norah and Regan, he said. Says he told us about them
spring break," she reminded him, sure the infor
mation, like so much else, had not penetrated his
preoccupations with making steel and concrete com
patible with rivers and hills and trees.
''They sounded important to him,'' Charles said.
"I miss you," Elizabeth said, frowning, teased by
the restive tension Charles could not help.
"Are you okay? I didn't wake you up, did I?" When
Peter had been little, Elizabeth had worked hard at the
routine of waking and sleeping, exaggerating the
goings t0 bed, so Peter might learn to live in rhythm
with the rest of the world. In the four years he'd been
away, she wondered if she'd succeeded, wondered if
she'd ever know, at the same time welcoming the
regained freedom, multiplied when Charles was
away-to soak in the rich night silence of the house, to
create her days to match her projects, her moods, her
energy.
"What is it, Betz?" Charles had started calling her
Betz sometime before they'd stopped fighting and
started dating, nearly thirty years ago, when he was a
senior and she was a freshman at Hillside High
School.
"I'm fine. Just imaptient for you to get home." Her
voice rasped over the lie.
" I can probably get away early."
" No, you mustn't do that," she said quickly, but of
course it was not true; the success still held them off

balance. Charles could come or go or stay, as long as
his bright recreations of the world evolved from blue
print to life. Washington, Ishika, Gagner and Associ
ates would value him, as they had done from the
beginning, wnen they hired him for his talent, when it
wasn't the least bit prudent or necessary to hire him
for his color.
"No," she said again. " I've got lots more to do on
Peter's sweater, and a new quilted hanging for the
co-op. Mrs. Hancock is coming tomorrow. Don't
worry."
Elizabeth replaced the receiver, staring for a
moment at the phone, wishing she could call Gramma,
hear the old woman's silk wisdom sliding throu~h
laughter, instructing her, soothing her. She and Mama
had been more like sisters, living in Gramma's house
in Hillside, and not even Gramma's death ten years
ago had roused Elizabeth's mother to parenting.
Elizabeth never missed her mother.
"Sherry," she said, and walked slowly through the
house, turning lights off behind her, trailing her hand
over the grand piano at one end of the living room,
settling herself, finally , on one of the wine colored
couches across from the fireplace.
There was no solace in the wide deep noiselessness
of the night; there would have been no greater
comfort, she knew, lying awake next to Charles,
drowsing, rekindling her spirit for the days that re
sembled Jess and less the life Gramma and Mama had
taught her to expect.
She sipped the strong, sweet drink.
The room- wood and wool rugs and stone- echoing
earth colors and the ir warmth, even in shadow- had
no effect on the relentless tightening that would be
with her until she saw Peter, and maybe after that , for
the rest of her life.

While Mrs. Hancock puttered upstairs, Elizabeth
set her bread to rise for the second time. She ke pt
waiting for the daylight and the sounds of someone
else in the house to distract her: all sh e could think
about was her g randmother and Lee. Her grandmother
because she almost felt like Gramma now, creating the
celebration of a family homecoming with planned
efficiency; surrounded by the smells and colors of
Gramma's garden, the fresh vegetables and fruit
she'd hand-picked at the farmers' market that morn
ing.
And Lee because he had come home with her more
times than she could remember.
Julian Trevor Davidson. Come from New York to
study in the fine drama department at Deckinger
College. Sitting beside Elizabeth in Freshman English
and American Government, both of them hiding
sudden sim ultaneous laughter when the grey-haired
professor Jost his place in ancient notes for the third
time in twenty minutes.
Mrs. Hancock complained, as she entered the kit
chen, shaking her head and mumbling about a clever
white family she worked for that knew a Jot about
caterers and delicatessens.
"Easier to do the cauliflower in slices," she said.
"Curling carrots is a lot of trouble too. Kids won't
notice if they're even peeled or not."
"I'll chop the onion," Elizabeth said, smiling.
"I think we should just put meat in all this sauce,"
she nodded at the two pots on the stove. "These kids
don't know what's good for them. I sure hope Peter
hasn't gotten vegetarian."
"It's not quite a disease," Elizabeth laughed, "and
I don't know if he has or not, but one of his
friends-Norah- has given up meat, and I want every
thing to be comfortable for her."
''Girlfriend?''
"I don't know. Maybe. Or maybe it's just my
wishful thinking."
There' s a lot I don't know, Elizabeth thought, and
the eels stretched the mselves inside her.
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She hadn't known about Lee, either, and they had
spent long days together, walking in the woods behind
Gramma's house. Lee, always listening to her with
tremendous attention, or explaining with arm-waving
passion his idea for the spring musical.
And Peter, knowing her in some ways better than
she knew herself, might easily hold himself away from
her, protecting her, unknowingly leaving her in this
limbo of ignorance and g uilt.
Elizabeth put bottles of red wine in the basement
refrigerator, cleared spaces to store the sauces,
washed lettuce, listened to the other woman clucking
at her.
She wrapped ore of the slender French loaves, still
warm, for Mrs. Hancock and paid her.
On her way to shower, Elizabeth used the front
stairs, needlessly checking Mrs . Hancock's thorough
ness. She looked into the two g uest bedrooms, which
might or might not see use; she paused in Peter's
room-still decorated with high school souveniers and
boyhood collections. She skipped the long room that
was Charles' office. If he were in there working
"dreamin' " his uncle used to call it- she would be
just as alone as she was now, unless she could gather
the strength to hammer her way in to him... .
In their room, which was wide across the front of the
house. she und ressed and bathed, then climbed into
bed and sle pt.
It was midnig ht when she awoke. She sat up quickly
and turned on the light. The cat and dog, curled
around each other on the foot of the bed, stirred, and
the dog grumbled disappointment.
She dressed quickly in fresh jeans and shirt, made
coffee. and toast, sat at the kitchen table wide awake,
and unable to dispel the clinging shadow of her
d ream.
Lee stiJI tall as ever, his thick red hair askew, ahead
of her on the long sloping path from Gramma's garden
to the woods, striding rapidly away from her.
Elizabeth hurrying after him , full of a barren sadness:
no tender brush of his hand to her cheek, no teasing
about Charles' army life, no laughter.
Elizabeth stirred her coffee and drank, the hurtful
image sharpening not receding; it had not been en
tirely a dream.
She could see Lee coming up to the front porch,
hear Mama saying, " Sure is strange how that boy
comes here so much . You'd think a rich white boy
would have other friends by now.''
Gramma, scolding Mama, winking at Elizabeth:
"That's a special boy, Elizabeth. But he's got a hard
life-Lord knows we all have difficult lives-but that
boy is all alone with his troubles. You be sure and be a
good friend to him now, Elizabeth."
And then Lee hugging Gramma, kissing her parch
ment cheek, swinging Elizabeth around in a circle,
bumping her into the little metal table, sending the ice
cubes crashing against the sides of the pitcher.
Both of them sitting on the top step, while Gramma
rocked, drinking lemonade, Elizabeth watching Lee,
thinking she might Jove him after all, as much as
Charles, and his responsiveness to her more .
Elizabeth spread the green and white quilted rec
tangles on the den floor, arranging them one way and
then another, taking instant pictures with an old
camera when she thought she had a pattern she liked.
Finally she began to sew them together with tiny,
invisible stitches.
It was their junior year-a warm Thanksgiving in
Hillside. After Gramma's dinner, Elizabeth and Lee
walked° into the faint chill wind, leaves crackling
arou,nd thtsm. When they paused on the path, Eliza
beth walked around to face him quickly, gently, kissed
him on his thin mouth.
" Firlit kiss," she said shyly, afraid his response
would remain as neutral as the expression on his stiff
face.
" You never kissed me," more nervously, slightly
louder, looking at their feet, rooted still on the narrow
walk"":ay.

Lee took her hand. They walked on.
At four o'clock, Elizabeth put the quilted squares
and the snapshots back into their box in the hall
closet, and started Charles' favorite dessert. By six,
she was in bed again, guarding herself against sleep ,
because she did not know how to sleep and prevent
dreaming.
Charles cut a second wedge of cherry cheesecake.
His hands, long and large, worked with the same pre
cision they did when he sketched. His face was
craggy, the lines deepening from his nose to the
corners of his full mouth , accent uated by sideburns
and the receding salt and pepper afro.
He looked up. " I know. You want everything ready
first thing in the morning, even though you know they
won't be here before noon. Go ahead , while I finish
this." He smiled at her and she swirled in a circle for
him, the brigh't pattern of the long red and gold skirt
flying out around her legs.
They had eaten in the dining room , with candles and
tapes of Charles' music flickering between them.
Elizabeth paused on her way to the kitchen , balancing
dishes on one arm, touched Charles' shoulder with her
free hand.
"You didn' t ask me much about Atlanta." He put
down his fork. "You were quiet, Betz."
Elizabeth took a deep breath-savoring this moment
of Charles' full attention on her-knowing, as she had
known all along, the ability of his dark eyes to see her,
to know her without words, was the key to their life
together.
She was tempted to tell him.
" Betz?"
Elizabeth bent, brushed her mouth against his ear.
" Getting ready for tomorrow is not all I'm impatient
for. Hurry up."
As the door swung shut behind her, Elizabeth shook
her head. There would be more than time enough,
when Peter was gone, to find out if Charles' strength
could forgive her the irrevocable loss of their son.
They made love with the same insistent, subtle
rhythm of Charles' music, and then they lay beside
each other in silence, until Charles reached for her
again.
"You really did miss me."
"I've been thinking, Betz."
Elizabeth squirmed; the eels, like constrictors,
knotting her insides.
"I've learned a lot since we built this house. Maybe
a new house is what you need to ... "
When Peter left for Antioch, Elizabeth had packed
her empty nest syndrome into a bookbag and signed
up for a course at the new community college:
interpersonal communications. She would learn how to
relate to her newly adult son, find a way, although she
wasn't sure it was desirable, to help Charles put words
to his compelling internal life.
Her good intentions shattered the second , day of
class, when they met in small groups with a graduate
student facilitator, who encouraged them to get to
know each other. He reminded her of Peter-lean
muscular, his face symmetrical and handsome.
The girl who was getting to know h im was scruffy
and pale and chatty.
" I think I'd like to go to bed with you," she said,
oppressively serious.
" I don't go to bed with women," he said harshly.
" I'm gay."
Elizabeth was relieved and startled by the sharp
rejection, glad because she hadn't liked the woman,
surprised by her certainty: somehow she'd known. He
was, after all, much more like Lee than Peter.
When she dropped the course, she told Charles that
she'd decided to join the artists' cooperative, since
they were eager to have her display her macrame
hangings and afghans in their new store in the mall.
". . . .leave you out a lot," Charles was saying.
"But I've always thought you were happy. If you're
not, Betz,'' and then his voice, strained too tight
against his -throat, gave way, and they were holding
each other, quiet tears forming between them, fading
into their familiar mutual strokings. After a while,
they slept.

When Charles and Elizabeth brought their new son
home to Hillside, they would al~ays fin·d Mama or
Gramma at the front window. The women denied
keeping watch in shifts, but Elizabeth was never sure,
so she only went to the door at brief intervals, saving
Peter from that.peculiar heritage, taking breaks on the

living room couches or with a cup of coffee in the
kitchen. She busied her hands and not enough of her
mind with a piece of crewel embroidery for her
mother.
After breakfast, she had cleared the sideboard, put
the bread into wicker baskets, filled huge pots with
salted water, arranged trays of fruit . Ignoring Charles'
unspoken quest ions, she gathered newly blooming
petunias , sprinkling them in glass and pewter vase s
around the house.
She was sitting on the sofa when they finally came
a station wagon and two vans, one needing a
muffler-roaring into the driveway, as Elizabeth ran
through the house, across the patio. She stood on the
edge of the lawn, watching Peter climb out of his shiny
red and white VW Bus, direct the battered, blue
Chevy Van onto the apron, Charles waved the station
wagon onto the grass beside the garage, came over
and waited beside her, his face still.
Elizabeth watched father and son shake hands, saw
Charles hug Peter and then hold him away, saying
nothing, but finally smiling.
Peter turned , calling, " Norah, come here. where's
R~gan ?"
They are so important, Elizabeth thought, it can't
wait.
The girl who left the group-unpacking cumber
some baggage, jammed into everything but suit
cases-was honey colored, short, with a close-crop·
ped, fluffy afro. Her eyes, only slightly darker than
her skin and ringed with black, were wary.
"Hello, Norah," she said and shared the smile with
Peter. Charles just nodded, moving a little to get the
girl's smooth, rounded profile in better view.
Blond and husky, shorter than Peter, the boy who
came up behind Norah braced himself, standing
farther away from Peter than Norah, farther away
from Peter' s parents. His mouth was tight, lipless and
his blue eyes narrowed as though the sun were too
bright.
Elizabeth was surprised until she recognized the
expression: that's the look. Gramma and Mama a11d I
wore into MacFarland 's Store, the first time we ate at
the counter. She held out her hand, and the boy,
solemnly, shook it.
Finally, Elizabeth let her eyes meet Peter's, not
caring if all her questions were apparent on her face.
If he knows I have questions, maybe he'll thinl I'm
strong enough to hear his answers.
"Scott needs to know where the nearest gas station
is," Regan said, and the moment evaporated into
someone else's wanting to know where to put sleeping
bags and where was the john, and Elizabeth's sudden
need to mix salad dressings.
They ate early, gorging on spaghetti, finishing the
wine and fruit for dessert.
Charles, instead of retreating to his office, played
Erroll Garner and Roger Williams on the piano.
Elizabeth sat apart, watching Peter and Regan , who
were singing, and Norah, who was tuning a guitar.
She took a sip -0f the last of her wine.
When Peter came and sat beside her, she hugged
him hard. "I've been saving that for you. You look
wonderful. "

"The placement is in New York with a children's
services center. Regan and I are going to stay in this
guy's apartm ent until he gets back from London, and
by then we should have a place of our own. ''
"Peter. " she began and stopped. She saw Regan
actually smiling as he parodied Gilbert and Sullivan,
his long hair swinging around his face as he waved his
wineglass in the air.
"Peter," she started again. " What about Norah?"
" She's dropping out for a quarter, maybe a year,
maybe for good. She's on her way home now--- her
folks live in Chicago-to hassle it out with them. Then
I hope she'll come to New York."
"I told her if she was getting bent -0ut of shape
about going home, she should talk to you. I don't know
if she will or not. . . .I hope you don't mind." He
grinned. "I've said everything I can to her, and, well,
she' s listened to me a lot, even when I wasn't making
sense.... "
. Half acquittal did little for the boiling storm inside
her. Elizabeth bowed her head, biting her lip,
studying the pattern of the rug.
Peter stood up and held his arms out to her, pulled
her up with ease and strength.
"Everyone's leaving in the morning," he watched
her face. Elizabeth wondered what he saw. Don ' t
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decide for me, Peter. Give me a chance. "But I
thought Regan and I would stay over. We have a
week, and we don't have to hunt a place to live. "
I should be grateful he has a friend, but, God, it's
not enough. He's my child.
After the graduation party Gramma made for them,
Lee and Elizabeth walked in the woods one final time.
Lee, turning to face her on the path: "I know you've
wondered, Elizabeth, and I do love you, but not the
way you'd want .. . . I tried to talk about it with my
mother a couple of years ago; it was hopeless-I' d like
to think if I could have talked to anybody it would have
been you, but I couldn 't . I was scared to.. . . "
Elizabeth remembered nodding, unable to push
words past her confusion-understanding too well and
not at all.. .She closed her eyes, opened them, and
Norah was standing there , loo.king at Peter.
" Hang tight," Peter said. "We'll be back in a
minute.' ' He steered Elizabeth through the foyer
and out onto the porch. Faint light still lingered above
the trees. Elizabeth rested her hands on the railing,
white and wooden like the ones in Hillside.
" Norah' s folks are really giving her a hard time.
They want everything their way. " Anger hardened his
voice. He poked her hand with a finger. " She'd have
been better off with a mother like you." He smiled.
Elizabeth tried to relax her grip on the railing.
" Of course I'll talk to her, Peter." She sounded like
she were strangling. It's Gramma we all need here
tonight, but I'll talk. to her.
" I'll tell her." He was leaving. "Mom?" He
stopped, half-turned, " You okay?"
She faced the tall golden man, pleased she was able
to stand without support. "Yes, " she said, the word
grinding through the gravel of her throat.
"You sure? You seem kind of far away or
something." His. jaw tightened visibly, and he said, " I
wouldn't want it to be any trouble that Regan and I are
staying."
Each word flashed like lightning between them,
unfamiliar without playfulness. Tears swarmed over
her face, and she had expected it would get easier to
breath in this moment, but it did not. "Peter, it' s
wonderful you're staying. How many times do I have
to tell you!" She threw herself at him hugging him
and wiping her face, seeing his puzzled almond eyes
and laughing harder.
Suddenly she stopped. It's good you're staying.
That will give Regan time to learn he doesn 't have to
protect you from us. Elizabeth frowned , turned her
head, listening, but no other thoughts came to her in
Gramma's voice.
" Mom?" Peter was holding on to her now, anxious.
Elizabeth nodded with conviction, certain how to
return ·Peter's gift to her in kind. "Find out if Regan
likes quiche. We'll have quiche for breakfast one
morning." And then she was whooping and crying and
laughing again. "Oh, Peter, that's exactly what
Gramma would have said!"

Charles and Elizabeth watched Norah shove her
sleeping bag into the back of the station wagon. She
ran to Elizabeth , hugged her. " Thanks so much , Mrs .
Highgate.''
" Come often," Elizabeth told her and Peter gave
her the bunch of yellow roses. " Mom wanted you to
have these."
Norah hugged Peter, kissed him soundly. "Septem
ber in New York. For sure .''
Regan was bent over a map at the redwood t able ,
talking to Scott, until N0rah drew him away. Elizabeth
saw her nod toward where she and Charles were
standing, give him a hug and kiss the exact measure
of the ones she had .given Peter.
Peter started his van and yelled, "We're going as
far as the freeway." Charles nodded.
Always, when Charles' parents had come north to
visit them, they had been unnerved by the complexity
of getting onto the righ~ interstate going i,. the right
direction, so Charles and Elizabeth had always driven
ahead of them, but that had been twenty ;et".rs ago.
"It's amazing what gets inherited," Elizabeth said to
Charles as they started back up the driveway.
Charles cupped her shoulder, tight, with his hand,
stopping her, and Elizabeth was overwhelmed by
sudden suffocating fear.
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continued.from page 23
"You were worried about Peter," he said slowly,
almost sternly. Then, more gently, "I don't think
there's anything to worry about." His fingers loosened
a little, but Elizabeth still found it impossible to
breathe.
"I think he's beautiful," she whispered, struggling
for the courage to look at her husband's face. "But,
Charles, are you proud of him?"
"I'm proud of you and me and him and us," he
said, each word long and rough.
Elizabeth leaned against him, and when she could
let air in and out with ease, she stood on tiptoe,
kissing him quickly, feeling her insides wither,
disappear into calm.
"I think I'll put up trellises for the roses," she said.

Knowing This Is Our Last Meeting

Hyde Road
This road is humorless.
Last summer, the spring,
It was as black as eggs are white
Shot up and forward like a painted boat,
Drilled and derailed itself.
Seventy, seventy-five;
With a grip like the north pole
Has on the south; dashed yellow
Like spit from a drum.
Now it is dead.
That white tree I wait to see
On the comer and whirl to
Like down a drain has started
Forming letters with its twigs, snide
Epitaph;
On the other end, homeward,
Someone built a wall of grey snow
And knobbed ice;
I pull out, cautious. To this day, devils
Hide.

Near Chillicothe
Split sky fell away like grey skin
As waning daylight struggled to be heard

To Crete

knowing this is our last meeting
· i avoid your eyes
watching instead
the few heads of realcitrant summer grass
between granite cracts
swept by the afternoon wind ·
blowing
gritty and red
against my lowered eyelids
it scorches
like your dark breath

sears
like flesh on flesh

Poem

your fingers
swoop on the defiant green waves ...

Factory smoke stood still,
Painted itself onto the canvas;
Blazing fast purple flame
Spread like a summer storm,

Then fell away,

mesmerized
my eyes follow
the tom blades
sucked up into the vo~ex of the wind
and flung
against the blaze of the brazen afternoon
blending breathless
with the spinning yellow discs
in the sky

Dying in its birth.

by Chitralekha Banerjee

by Ed Davis

It is the peace

my mother's
mother
leaned down
thin limbs
from high white
turrets
smooth as
alabaster
no stubbly stuoco
roughed
her slim shins
"Indian blood,"
she nodded
i marveled
at the hairless
axillary curves
the light
bird-boned
appendages
unravaged
by the nuor's
edge
the thin skin
shone
like cellophane
i rubbed and polished
cool blue creams
translucent lotions
oil of eucalyptus
wintergreen
sundry pungent balms
to quench
the tissue-papered
epidermis

On the horizon.

Mesmerized into stunning whispers,

by Adam King

Untitled

of your great calm wide sea
that will bring me back,
the patient. sighing that speaks of death:

in the middle of my bed yawns a crater.
it grew out of the innocent hollow
etched by your weight (gone
three nights now) and i am unable
to stop its gaping mouth.
approaching on curved lizard claws
across the barrier of pillows (hastily erected)
flicking its forked tongue
in lashes
it devours my body
firing your absence
with the needlesharp silence
of grass
growing in the night
under the watching sicltle of the moon
waiting
for rain

winters
were the worst
then
as now
i crouch
against the cold
to cradle

one great Greek poet who drowned himself

' your
(not committed suicide but answered

pricltling calves

by Chitralekha Banerjee

hypnotic call) what a beautiful world
among the coral-sanded fish.

•

It speaks of Life:
blue movement, unafraid

scraping and shedding
i leave my selves
behind
next winter
i will have
the fmal layer
off
be rid of this

cocoon
this winter
li.lte the last
i have these bruises
and abrasions
slender visions
ofa new moon
skimming slant
across a crooked

to come home again
(as many of us are-home
is memory and who wants
to remember) but sometimes

sky
the sun dies gloriously in the Cretan sea
her yellow rays collapse all waters

by Jane E. Parenti

into three hundred rainbows.
my tears become your waves
the sighing never stops
nor do the rainbows

by Roxanne Semon
Pat Porter
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Rainbow's Inn
by David Weimer
Nathan Hartman would pace as he listened to a
telephone.
"Women, Nate! Women! We can find us some
honeys, get 'em drunk. . . whammo, bammol"
Frank whooped and hollered in the background.
"Really. I don't wanna g.J. I'm gonna write ten or
twelve pages tonight," Nate said as he paced.
"Women, Nate. Women," Tom repeated.
"Hey, Tomi I believe the phone is grafting itself to
my ear."
"Come on, Nate, leave that stupid typewriter alone.
Come out and find some ass I"
"How· long are you going to write about dragons and
elves?"
"Till I'm finished," said Nate.
"Why?"
"I like to. I've got a great new ideal" Nate said,
showing new excitement. ''I think I will throw in this
evil balrog who's gonna..."
"Look! Frank and I are going out, getting high, then
laid. Do ya wanna come?"
"Yippee!" screamed Frank.
"No," said Nate. "I really want to work on my
book ."
"Then goodbye!" said Tom.
The sound of a dial tone hummed in Nate's ear.
"Hmmmm," said the telephone.

• • • • •
Chapter I: Rainbow's Inn
All the elves meet at Rainbow's Inn. Vaslee and
Dori were no exception. Elves, like anyone, need a
night or two a week to let loose. Vaslee and Dori were
no exception. Surprisingly enough, elves like to
partake in alcohol. Vaslee and Dori were certainly no
exception, unless it was they liked to partake a bit
more frequently than most elves.
All the elves meet at Rainbow's Inn. Elves,
however, did not hold a monopoly on the customer
population of the tavern. All magic folk meet at
Rainbow's Inn. It was not uncommon to see a ·fairy
sipping wine or even a troll guzzling ale. All magic
folk meet at Rainbow's Inn. There are witches,
wizards, warlocks, dwarves, hobbits, pixies, nixies,
dixies, gnomes, gnolls, and even mermaids if there is
a good rain.
On one beautiful evening in July the little tavern
was buzzing. Vaslee was seated at the bar drinking ale
from a mug. Dori was upon a table singing in a fine,
strong elfin voice that recalled deep memories and
stirred the emotions of those seated near:
"There once was an Elf maid from Gor,
Who refused to ever be poor.
Said a Wizard in Autumn
She sold me her bottom,
And became the first Elfin whore!"
Dori received a heartyround of applause.

•••••
The alarm clock ticked.
"Tick, tick, tick.
Nine o'clock.
Tick, tick tick.
Nine thirty.
Tick, tick, tick."
Opening his eyes, Nathan looked at the clock.
"Tick, tick, tick."
"Ten o'clockI Holy shitI"
Nathan leaped from the bed and began throwing
clothes over his body. It was the second time that
week he had overslept. He would be late for work
again.

"Burger Chef. May I help you?" came a squeaky
voice from the telephon~.

"Mr. Pedegree, this is Nate. My car is giving me
trouble again. Sorry. I'll be right there."
"Young man, making sure your car will start is your
responsiblity to your job."
"Yes, sir. I know. I'll be right there! Goodbye."
"Hummmmmm," said the telephone.
"Bastardi" said Nate. Then making his voice high
and squeaky, he said: "Your responsiblity to your
job."
As he walked· past the pile of typewritten papers on
his desk, he patted them, as one would pet a loyal
dog. The papers never shed hair or made puddles on
the carpet.
Father and Mother Hartman were seated in the!r
u.. ual places around the television. From this position
they could affix their eyes to the glowing tube for one
happy moment after another. Nate though their
corneas would eventually bum up. When he entered,
they were watching Dick Clark give money away to a
fanatically happy woman.
"Yippee I" said the woman.
"Late for work again?" asked Mother, already
knowing the answer.
"Yes. Why didn't you wake me up? Ya know I hafta
be at work at nine."
"It's your responsibility to arise at the proper
time," said father. "It is also your responsiblity to get
in bed at a proper hour."
There is no sense plucking on the damn typewriter
all night, thought Nate.
·
· "There is no sense plucking on that damn
typewriter all night," said his father.
"Name these things that make you ill," said a two
dimensional Dick Clark from inside the TV.
"You must grow up. You're old enough to take
care of yourself. Your job is important. Without it you
would hav_e no new clothes, no fun."
"Salt water," said the TV.
"Banging on the typewriter all night may be fun.
You may think the answer to life is elves and fairies . .
"Bacteria," said the TV.
"But it's notl Life is hard work."
You must face each new day as a challenge, thought
Nate.
,
"You must face each new day as a challenge," said
his father.
"Food poisoning," said the TV.
"I hafta go. I'm real late. I really gotta hurry."
"From now on no more typing after eleven. That
understood?"
Nathan was already out the door.
"Sore throat," said the TV.
Turning the ignition key, Nate listened to.the engine
whine and backfire itself to a continual flutter. He
though of the car as his trusty blue steed that carried
him from destination to destination.
"Why can't my parents be pleased that I would
rather write than fry burgers?" wondered Nate.
Nathan hated his job. It was not the first job he had
hated though. So far in his short working career
Nathan had ten jobs. he hated each with equal malice.
He seemed to have trouble relating to employers. he
would daydream and doodle instead of sweeping and
cleaning.
Mr. Pedegree, Nathan's new boss, had a word for
Nate-the word was "Spacehead."
Nathan had a word for Mr.Pedegree.-the word was
"bastard."
Lately the job had not been so bad. Across the street
from the Burger Chef where he worked was a Taco
Bell. It wasn't that Nate liked tortillas and refried
beans; Nate liked the waitress.
"Lovely Lois" thought Nate, "with eyes that
sparkle like the stars."

•••••
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Chapter XXXIII: Zenda
The ragged band of adventurers sat before the
stairway to the palace door. Each stair was wrought in
gold with an engraving of the moon. Diamonds inlaid
about the moon served as stars. Zenda was daughter
of the moon, daughter of the stars. Zenda was queen
of the elves.
Maldor asked: "Is she a beautiful as they say?"
"Yes," answered Vaslee. "She is as breath-taking
as spring in the mountains, as lovely as the full moon
behind a wisp of autumn cloud."
As Vaslee spoke, the great door at the top of the
stairs swung open. There, for the eyes of the weary
men to see, stood Zenda.
Her eyes were b1ue, the deep blue of night. She
looked as if she could gaze at you and hold you
trapped by an ocean of blue.
About her head circled a crown of stars which
neither touched her nor was supported by any visible
means. It was as if her enchanting beauty held the
stars aloft, circling but never touching. The beauty of
magic and the magic of beauty.
Dori could not take his eyes from her.
"What a hunk of elf," he whispered to Vaslee.
Vaslee was speechless.
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•• • • •
"Hello," said the voice from the phone.
"May I speak to Lois?"
"Speaking."
"Lois! Wow! A... a. This is Nathan. You know-I
buy tacos from ya everyday."
"Hello, Nathan. Whatdya want?"
"You gave me your number and said I could call
sometime. So I'm callin'."
"That's nice," said Lovely Lois.
Come on Nate, thought Nathan. This isn't going
well at all.
"How's work?" he asked.
..Fine."
"That's good. A...well what I really called for was.
..well...would you like to go to the movies Friday?"
"I'd love to, but I already have plans for Friday."
Shit, he thought. ls that just an excuse?
"Well a.. .how 'bout' Saturday?"
"That would be fine."
Boy-oh-boy, he thought with his mind already
reeling in exotic fantasies.
"Good. 1'11 pick you up at seven. Maybe we can
grab a bite to eat on the way."
"Okay. See ya Saturday," said Lovely Lois.
"Goodbye," said Nate.
"Hmmmmmm," said the telephone.
Nathan was elated.Hewalked to his typewriter and
clicked it on.
Lovely Lois, he thought. She will be the first to read
my book.
Piles of papers lay scattered about the desk. Above
the desk more papers were tacked to a bulletin board.
Upon the papers were ten months of Nate's life,
. . .typewritten mistakes, eraser marks, ink blots, and
the entire family tree of elves in the magic kingdom of
Guacomole.
Nathan believed that the gift of imagination was the
greatest one a human could possess. The creation of
music, art, poetry, novels, or anything was the most
important single act in the entire universe. Nathan was
creating a novel.
"One hundred and eleven pages," he said with
pride gleaming,from his eyes.
The book had two main characters: Vaslee and Dori.
Vaslee and Dori were both elves, not just ordinary
elves (if there is such a thing as an "ordinary elr') but
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drunken elves. Nathan was tired of reading dramatic
fantasy. He thought he would use a little comedy and
still cash in on the fantasy craze that was sweeping the
nation.
He pictured himself as Vaslee, the elf. Vaslee was
creative and poetic. He pictured his friend Tom as
Dcri. Dori was quick-witted and always ready for a
good time. Frank was Maldor, King of Guacomole,
whose sword was keen, whose face was lean, the
mightiest man the world had seen-not so bright, but
far up on the ladder of good looks.

• • • • •
Chapter XC: The Look of Love
Maldor looked into Zenda's eyes. The starlight from
her face seemed to cover him like a warm blanket.
Vaslcc thought to ask the queen if she were
comfortable. She did not answer. She had eve~ onlv
for Maldor.
·
·
Vaslec looked at Maldor. Stupid turd, he thought.

• • • • •
The doorbell played a melody. Nate pushed the
glowing button and set off a chain reaction that did not
stop till the last note of "There• s No Place Like
Home" sounded.
"Be it ever so humble ... s~ng the doorbell.
Christ, thought Nate. Who could stand that thing?
"There's no place like home."
The door swung open. There was Lois-Lovely Lois.
"Hello, Nathan."
"Howdy."
"I haft a to be in kinda early-about eleven."
"Fine. The movie's over at ten."
•
Jesus! God Amightyl thought Nate looking at Lois.
He was trying to contain himself.
Lovely Lois walked down the porch steps. Nate let
her walk by so he could stare more freely at the glories
behind.
"Wnat are we going to see?" she asked.
"There's a science fiction on at the mall. It's
supposed to be real good."
"It's not scary is it?" she asked. lighting up those
fluorescent eyes.
Jesus Christ, thought Nate. Maybe she'll fall for
me. Look at those eyes!
Nathan had always thought of love like trying to dial
a phone number that has been busy for hours. You can
dial the same numbers time after time, then comes
that one instant you dial the same numbers and
wham! The phone rings. Nathan wanted to make Lois
ring.
"I've been working cm my book all day."
"Are you writing a book?"
"Yeah. It's kind of a parody of fairy tales and
fantasy. You know-like the Tolkien novels."
"No. I've never read them," she said.
Busy signal, thought Nate.
'My book's called Rainbow's Inn. NOT Rainbow's
End-like E-N-D, but 1-N-N. You know, elves are
supposed to be found at a rainbow's end.
"No. I didn't know that."
"Well, it's supposed to be kind of a joke, Not
everybody gets it though."
"Oh." said Lois.
Busy signal, thought Nate.
"Would you mind stopping at the Dairy Queen? I'd
like a milk shake."
"Not at all," said Nate. "Not at all."
Nathan pulled his blue steed into the parking lot. A
flashing sign displayed the words "Smith's Dairy."
The "D" in Dairy wasn't working, so the sign
appeared to read "Smith's airy."
Lois, again, walked ahead of Nate. Nate stood back
with a face full of admiration. Lovely Lois's eyes were
not her only prize possession.
"May I help ya?" asked a waitress with a poor
complexion. Nate thought she must eat too much
sugar and drink too much milk from the diary.
"We'll have two chocolate shakes. Make one a
malt."
"Hey, Nate!" yelled a familiar voice.
Nathan whirled around and saw Tom and Frank
smiling.
"How ya doin'? Who's this?" asked Frank, all
teeth.

Each Night
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"Lois, this is Tom and Frank. This is Lois. She
works across the street from me."
"Howdy," said Tom.
"Hello," said Frank.
"You say one of these is a malt?" yelled the
waitress with the poor complexion.
"My parents are leaving this weekend," said Frank.
'Tm gonna have apartyall night next Saturday."
"All right!" proclaimed Nate.
"Of course, you're invited too, Lois," said Frank.
"Well. Thank you." she said.
Lois turned to take her shake from the waitress.
Frank made a grabbing motion to the seat of her
pants, which only the boys could see.
Stupid turd, thought Nate.

• • • • •
Chapter XXII: Dori Sings Again
Dori stood by the firelight. His shadow painted a
picture of black and grey on the tree trunks. His voice
sang a tune that mingled with the paint, splashing
color on the shadow.
With the crackling of the firewood his harp and the
blackness of night his drum, Dori sang:
The movies are great medicine,
Thank you, Thomas Edison,
For giving us the best years of our lives.

• • • • •
After a spectacular display of flying saucers and
extraterrestrial politics, Nathan drove Lois home.
They talked a little about the movie. They also
talked a little about their jobs. Nathan wanted Lois to
be impressed so badly he could taste it.
Like an older child wants to believe there is a Santa
Claus, Nathan wanted to believe Lois was in love with
him, holding, kissing, grabbing each other when no
one could see.
"There is no Santa," said Nate.
"What?" asked Lois.
"Nothin.' I was just thinkn' out loud. Can I walk you
to your door?''
"No. That's okay. Thank you. I had a good time."
"We 'II have to do it again," he said.
"Sure. Well, good night."
"Night. ..
Not even a kiss, he thought. Busy signal.

sion.
Nate turned and walked out the front door.
"Don't be out late," Father Hartman yelled as the
door shut.

• • • • •
The blue steed came to a halt in front of Frank's
house. Nate, in his excitement, ran from the car to the
house.
Awfully quiet for a party, he thought.
He opened the door and walked in. His nostrils were
immediately assailed by the smell of burnt rope.
"Now that's my kinda party!" yelled Nate. "Heyl
I'm here!'
"In here," yelled Tom.
Nate followed the voice and saw six guys sitting in a
circle passing around a burning object. Each person
seemed quite happy at his opportunity to hold the
smoldering item.
"Wanna smoke?" asked Tom.
"Sure," said Nate as he looked to the corner of tile
room. There, lying on the couch was Lois and Frank.
By the looks of things through the haze of smoke, the
lips of Lovely Lois and Frank had been welded
together. Their eyes looked as if they had been twisted
together with glue. Neither of the two had noticed
Nate's entrance.
"I can't stay long," said Nate.
"How come?" asked Tom.
"Gotta go change the end of my book."
"Change it! Why? I didn't know you were
finished."
Nate tried not to see. he would look at Tom, but out
of the very corner of his eye he could see Lois. Lois
and Frank.
Frank can barely write his own name, thought Nate.
"Well I gotta go," he said. He left the room.
Nate felt he dialed a telephone number only to hear
Frank's answer. "The number you have dialed is no
longer in service.''

• • • •
Chapter CIX: Wedding Bells

Twenty elves danced in a circle, passing wine and
laughs. There was a wizard in the corner who had
formed an image of a lampshade about his head.
"The life of the party. The life of the party,"
chanted a group of pixies around the conjurer.
Vaslee emptied his mug.
"More ale! Ale for everybody I"
"I like your style," said a troll with a stein the size
of a small goat. "Good Times!"

Maldor, King of Guacomole, stood beside Zenda.
His broad shoulders and dark hair accented the beauty
of his partner. The stars about Zenda's head radiated
a light which bathed them both. All who could see
them were in iiwe.
"I now pronounce you man and wife," said the
priest.
Maldor took Zenda in his mighty arms and kissed
her. All who stood about them felt the kiss~ It was as if
the magic of the moment held their minds all linked
together.
"Run! Run for your lives!" came a scream from the
back of the room.
"Gods! It's a herd of Warly Wogsl A herd of Warly
Wogs are attacking the wedding!"
At that moment thousands of furry monsters
descended upon the party, eating everyone including
Maldor and Zenda...
...AND Vaslee lived happily ever after.

• • • • •

• • • • •

Nathan typed the words: " ...and they lived happily
ever after."
"Click, clack, click," said the typewriter.
He ran from the desk and grabbed his coat. What a
joy! The end of his book and Frank's party all on the
same night. Nathan's heart was pounding.
"Lois will be the first to read ya," said Nate to the
papers. He patted the manuscript and left the room.
Father and Mother Hartman were engaged in
watching the television. Nate thought he could detect
a little smoke coming from their eyeballs.
"Where ya goin'? It's past eleven!" yelled his
father.
"To Frank's. I finished my book. In the end I. .."
"Listen a minute, Nate."
"Captain Kirk! It's the Zono beast!" screamed the
TV.
"I finished it a few minutes ago. You want to hear
the last part?" asked Nate.
"Listen," said his father. "We're watchin' this."
"My God! It's eaten Sulu," screamed the televi-

"I'm sorry I'm late, Mr. Pedegree. That car of
mine.''
"It's your responsiblity to be at work on time,"
squeaked Mr.Pedegree.
SpacetJead, thought Mr. Pedegree.
Bastard, thought Nate.
"One more time and I'll let you go. Do I make
myself clear?"
"Yes, sir."
"There's a tub of hot french fry grease needs
dumping. Then you can empty the trash.''
"Yes, sir."
Mr. Pedegreetumed and left the room. Nate walked
over to his coat and pulled out the manuscript.
Nathan tossed the pile of papers into the french fry
grease. It crackled a little as it hit.
"Rainbow's End," said Nate.

• • • • •
Chapter XXXVII: Good Times!
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old arabian sheik
long curled
soft silver
beard
stares off
fearfully
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threatening
oncomer
and is
afraid
smooth
unparched
unlined
skin tells of
a life
without
hardship
without struggle
or
pain
but
his eyes
large
and sad
lonely
and worried
show
the misfortunes
of passion
his clothes
clothes of the
wealthy
high born
don't
disguise
the same
terror
of the
poor
in rags
the struggle
for survival
and
with his feminine
sensitive

standing on the bridge
i watch
the water
brackish brown and
laden
with anemones
feel/ the whirr of
gnats against .their petals
against
my hand/ fingers reaching
for the largest
anemone
tipping out the
water
slipping into the stream
i
brown like a rotting branch
and watch
the thickening green close over my head
my eyes are pebbles/ smooth and
slimy in stagnant water
but somewhere there is a submarine light
distending
the underneath of an anemone
which floats huge and
purple over my spreading hair
suspended in a shadow
that is
calm and circular

by Chitralekha Banerjee

hand

he clutches
the ponderous
golden
dagger
and silently
waits

Untitled
You, sphinx:

by Nancy Horning

with your face carved of fleshandblood
and your eyes, blue as a Magritte skymirrors within mirrorsyou have come to me
holding the Sun, your former
mistress,
in the palm of your hand.
You haunt me.
Sing me an Irish drinking song
write me a villanelle in French
take me swimming in the Nile
bring me a day as cold and clear
as October frost .
You wear the earth on a silver
chain about your neckit blazes gold fire
as you speak your prophecies:
you allow the flame
to die,
you smileand become mortal.

by R.L. Metcalf
LauraGrolla
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''The Witness''
by Kenneth Dunbar

Sentinel
by Larry Bortner
The lonely sentinel waits.

He had been singing a song. He had had the radio
up full blast and had been singing as he drove around
t}le bend. The dog, a huge german shepherd, was just
standing in the middle of the road, suddenly appear
ing and coming up quick to his fender. It hit the right
side and flew up into the air, somersaulted and landed
in the drainage ditch. He slammed on the brakes with
such violence that the back end of the car swung
completely around and faced him in the opposite
direction. He turned off the ignition, and then, for a
moment,_just sat there.
His window was open; it was summer. Land rose up
a good ten feet on either side of the road, and on top
of the embankments evei;greens· towered and hung
high over the car. He could hear birds calling, and a
slight breeze rushing through the trees. He started up
the engine again and maneuvered the car as far off the
road as possible. Then he got out and walked over to
the other side of the road where the dog lay. It wasn't
bleeding, but its chest was all caved in and the yel
low-brown fur seemed draped over its body like a
blankE"t. Nothing moved.
His trembling subsided. He turned back to the car,
but caught sight of a heavy-set woman in a gray cotton
dress further on down the road, running toward him.
Her eyes seemed fixed on something beyond him, but
as she came closer she exclaimed breathlessly, "What
have you done? What have you done?"
She stopped before the dog and looked down on it.
"He's dead," she said, "You killed our dog." She
looked at him expectantly, and he shook his head.
"I'm really sorry. When I came around the tum there,
there was just no time-"
"I saw how you came around that tum," she inter
rupted;'like a maniac. If you kids had enough sense,
you wouldn't drive so fast and wouldn't kill poor dogs.
What if that had been one of my kids?" He had no
answer. "I'm real1y sorry," he said finally.
"How old are you?" she demanded.
"Sixteen." He hung his head as if ashamed.
"How long have you had your license?"
"Twenty-three days," he said quietly.
She stared at him. "Well, I'll tell you," she said,
"I've had just about as much of you kids'hot-rodding
as I can stand, and now I'm going to do something
about it." There was finality in her tone and she
squinted at him through the blotches of sunlight like a
wrinkled lizard. She pointed at the dog. "Pick it up,"
she said flatly. He just stood there and looked at her
shoes, not acknowledging her order and not acknow
ledging the dog's presence.
"Listen," she said through her teeth, "You want
me to call the police? They can get you on reckless
operation. /," she beamed, •·was a witness. Now
unless you want to spend about a year in jail, you'll
pick up that dog."
He gathered the limp animal in his arms and-stood
up straight, and immediately stumbled backwards,
!'taggering under its weight. He landed on his bottom
on the sharp stones, with the dead dog straddling him.
He rose more slowly this time, supporting the trunk
underneath with both arms so that its legs, head, and
tail hung over on either side. The woman waited with
hands on hips until he was ready, then she turned
around and trudged back up the road. He followed,
the dead animal's head bobbing up and down in time
to his pace. One of its broken ribs stuck out through
the fur and into his hand, and when he felt it, he
looked down and saw that his hand was covered with
blood. It was not his blood, however.
After walking for about SO feet, she made a- sharp
tum straight up the embankment (it was not as l)igh at
this point) and he followed. At the top he found
himself and his flaccid companion plunging into. a

deep forest. "It's this way," the woman called as she
hurried along.
They came upon a dirt road which crossed the
smaller path that the two were following. The fat
woman made an abrupt tum to the right and started
up this road. He caught sight through the trees of the
facade of a white building. As they came closer, he
saw that it was a single story house, surrounded first
by patches of unmowed weeds, and then enclosed by a
barbed-wire fence. They were coming up on the house
from behind. He also saw, on either side of the house,
other houses of similar design all facing the other way.
She stepped over a place where the wire had been
trampled; "I want you to bury him," she said. "Let
me just go in a minute and get the shovel." The back
screen door slammed shut behind her and he stepped
over the wire into the yard. He let his arms fall limp
and the dog dropped at his feet. He looked around; he
could see a road running parallel to the front of the
house, and decided it was the same road he had driven
on before hitting the dog. He remained standing
before the dead animal until she came out with a
shovel.
"Here," she said roughly, handing it to him, "Start
digging. It don't matter where. Grass don't grow back
here anyway."
While he dug she pulled up a lawn chair and sat
down. The ground was full of roots, and he had a hard
time getting the shovel into it. With every plunge he
succeeded in getting only a half inch of dirt and rocks
into his shovel. But he continued, all the while feeling
the woman's ferocious stare on him.
She was silent for a little while, then leaned over
and rested her elbows on her knees. "Did you recog
nize me?" she asked in a low tone. "I knew you right
off. You haven't changed much at all." He glanced at
her for a moment, and when she trained her intense
glare on him, he went instantly back to digging the
hole. "Still quiet," she said. "Even when you was all
right, you was quiet." She sat back now, appraising
him, not without satisfaction. "You got taller. And
filled out a little, I see. That's good. Boys should have
a little meat on their bones. I remember when you first
came, you looked like an alley cat. That's what I
said-that's exactly what I told Francis. I said, 'Why,
that boy looks just like he came off a back fence,
hollering at the moon with a bunch of alley cats. Just
look how hollow his eyes are,' I said, 'just look at
those eyes.• " She laughed a little. ''I don't see that
look anymore," she said, tilting her head to see his
face, "I believe you got rid of it. You should consider
yourself lucky. Not everybody did as well as you. Of
course, you never were as hopeless as some of those
kids. You remember that little black-haired girl, name
was Erica? She was the one who smoked her cigarettes
down past the filters. Well, she went home a little
after you did, and ended up running away shortly
thereafter. One of the counselors called her house to
see how she was doing and her mother told them
'Erica is no longer living at home.' They didn't even
call the police! Just decided they didn't need that
daughter.
"There was another boy on the ward too that you
should remember. Roger Norton. Do you remember?
He was great big fat. Dr. Hester said he was trying to
get into the navy, but he said his asthma kept him out.
He-I don't remember which now-he either robbed
somebody or raped somebody, but anyway, he's in
prison now.
"And you have to remember Nathaniel. He was the
one who carried the mannequin's head around with
him. When I left, he was still there. Just puttering
around the ward, playing his little games.'' She
paused. "I would've knocked some sense into him.

Into all of them. If they just as.oon live as die, then let
them die. There's no place for their kind around
here.'' Her expression suddenly changed; she relaxed
all the lines in her face and sat back heavily in her
chair. "Well, at least I can say I didn't end up like
that. And I didn't get kicked Qut either like some of
them on my ward did. The program just kind of dis
solved.'' She swallowed. "When I came back home
the house was empty. My mother had married again
and moved to Florida. I guess this house still belongs
to us. I had to pry a window open to get in.''
She kept lookin& straight ahead; not at him, but at
something past him into the woods. "I got only me,
now," she said, "And all the things I remember. No
plans; Just this house, with me in it, for a long time to
come. Some days I do nothing but sit and think about
the things that happened at the hospital. lt's kinda like
taking drugs, when you get down to it. You just set
back, let the world go by. I hear those cars pass out on
the road. It sounds almost like the wind-I think it is
the wind."
She suddenly jumped up and pointed a finger at
him. "Don't you move,'' she shouted, "You just keep
at it. I'm going inside for a minute. But I gotta gun so
don't you think about going anywhere." She took off
. around the front of the house. She ran as fast as her
stiff joints would allow her, around the tum in the
road, to the site of the accident, to the '65 blue Ford
parked in the ditch. She swung the front door open
and sat herself down before the steering wheel. "Al
right," she said breathlessly, "Alright now." She
searched the dashboard for a full minute before she
found the ignition. Then she inspected it closely,
punched it, and waited for something to happen. She
punched it again, harder, but the car emitted no
sound. She tried to tum it, but it wouldn't be turned.
"It needs a key," she said aloud, suddenly remem
bering. She feverishly searched around the seat for the
key; on the dashboard, on the floor, under the seat,
but recovered no key.
Then she sat, with fists clenched into tight little
balls. After a few minutes, she picked herself heavily
out of the car and slammed the door behind her. She
trudged back up the road, up the gravel driveway,
past the waist-high weeds in the lawn, back to where
the boy was digging. The ground had given way to
him; he was nearly finished, she noticed.
"Haven't you finished yet?" she yelled, "I can't
wait around all day you know. That poor dog is gonna
collect flies. And if you're here when my husband
comes home from work, I can't be responsible for what
he does. And the kids-the kids just loved that dog."
Her voice trailed off and she put a hand to her fore
head. "It's so hot," she said aimlessly, finding her
way back to the lawn chair.
The boy kicked the dog back into the hole, and
caved the dirt in over it. When he had stomped it all
into place, he looked at her. "Can I go now?" he
asked.
"It hardly seems enough,'' she said petulantly,
"That dog was a member of the family for such a long
time-"
"That dog doesn't belong to you," he cut in.
She glanced at him and then looked away; he was
staring right at her. "No," she said, breathing
heavily.
"And you don't have any kids, do you?"
Again she shook her head. He threw down the
shovel a,nd started to walk away. She never looked up.
The boy glanced back at her as he reached the
driveway. Her head was tilted to one side, and her
arms hung · over the sides of the chair. With a
burst of energy, he turned and ran back to the car.

He must guard.
He must protect.
What?
From what?
And why?
He doesn't know.
He asks.
But no one answers.
The screams of Silence deafen him.
The glare of Desolation blinds him.
The stings of Bitterness numbs him.
Yet he continues his vigil.
He weeps.
But no one notices.
No one sees his despair.
No one cries with him.
Unrecognized, unappreciated, he waits.
Long has he watched.
And waited.
How much longer?
He doesn't know .
He asks.
But no one answers.
"That was very good, Benjamin," intoned the
Teacher with a normalized amount of positive feed
back.
Benjamin Hennersly blushed.
"Who did you say the poet was?" asked the
matronly android, the main peripheral of the KQ-649
educational system. "I don't believe I caught it the
first time."
"I didn't say who wrote it,'' said Benjamin, well
aware that the Teacher missed nothing. "I wrote it."
Light laughter drifted across the carpeted, plasti
cized classroom. Most children at this age do not
appreciate such attempts at creativity.
"Oh. my! That is out of the ordinary, but it does fall
within the lesson parameters. So ... Class, what does
this poem say?"
Bejamin fidgeted in the bored silence. The ad
justable chairs that had originally been designed to
provide maximum comfort no longer did so; they never
worked too well on eleven year olds, anyway.

"I thought it said all there was to say," he
shrugged.
Snickers this time.
"That is to be expected, since you wrote it. But can
you give us any insight as to why you phrased certain
things the way you did or as to what prompted you to
write it?"
Benjamin fidgeted again. This was the first time he
had ever read his poetry to anybody else. He had
expected the same reactions that he had when he read
them to himself. Benjamin had a lot to learn.
"I-Well, uh, it says what l-feeL"
James Tate had gouged a plastic chip out of his
chair. He threw it across the horseshoe-shaped table
and hit Benjamin on the cheek. Eleven out of the
twelve students were quite amused by this.
Why do I have to be the outcast of my Group? The
Pariah.
"Feel? About what, Benjamin?" The Teacher ignored this minor disruption.
"About-About life, I guess.''
"What is the sentinel waiting for?"
Isn't there something in the Statement of Funda
mental Human Rights prohibiting cruel and unusual
punishment?
"I don't know.'' His embarrassment rose in direct
proportion to the giggles. "That's why I wrote it.''
"What do the rest of you think?"
A brief pause, then Sally Parsons said shyly, "I
think he's waiting for a girlfriend."
This triggered a number of dramatic intakes of
breath and the predictable taunting cries of "Sally luh
huves Benny! Sally luh-huves Benny!"
A girlfriend? Ueki Why don't they understand?
"Are there any other opinions?" asked the Teacher.
"I thought it stunk," muttered Orlando Valdez.

The Teacher paused for a few seconds. "Benjamin,
we shall continue this discussion privately.''
"Sa11y, what poem did you choose?"
Sally cleared her throat. " 'I Never Saw a Moor', by
Emily Dickinson.''
Benjamin closed his eyes and wished for a simpler
world, free of concrete and plastic and persistent
machines.
"I never saw a moor, I never saw the sea. ... "
"Why do you think that, Orlando?"
"Because I don't like poetry.''
This display of wit prompted moderate applause.
"Come, come, children! We are supposed to be
analyzing poetry; the structure, the motivation, the
possible meanings. And for this poem especially,
Benjamin, you should be able to give us the most
thorough analysis."
"How can I analyze what I wrote? I said what I
wanted to say exactly the way I wanted to say it. Why
should I say more? Can't you see?"
That was the wrong move. You can reason with an
android, but pleading will not penetrate past those
cold blue eyes.
"No, I guess you can't. You're just a machine. You
don't know anything about emotions or feelings.''
A few of the children groaned. They were weary of
Benjamin's crusade against machines. In this society,
as in virtually every other, conforming to an average
image was expected. Flamboyancy or eccentricity
caused a good deal of discomfort and embarrassment
to the conformists.
"I know more about feelings and emotions than you
do, Benjamin. Now, why do you think I don't
understand?"
"You may know about emotions, but you've never
experienced them.''

Tribute To Captain Kirk
Oh, Captain Kirk, this is for you,
you who have been nailed on the cross
references of our memory banks,
you who have taught us all we know
of the universe and cosmos and planetoids
and astrals and the extraterrestrial,
you who have taken us aliens with you
from the mundane hours of our lives
into the nanoseconds and millenia and eons
when your transmutation from a chrysalid
to an eidolon has left us in the whirl
of your maelstrom where infinity waits,
smiling, just around the galaxy.

by Gene Feh/er
Mike Gingrich
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Pick.in' Up Roots
As my father pushed the starter on the gray and red
Ford tractor, the engine caught and started. Time to
go to the field; time to get to work. My brother, two
neighbor boys and myself climbed onto the back of the
hay wagon, letting our legs dangle over the side as the
wagon jolted into motion. As I glanced up at the sun
already high in the sky, I thought about the field that
had been woods which had been bulldozed, leaving
branches and roots scattered over the ground. It was
our job to pick up these roots so that the ground could
be disced and planted with corn.
The four of us spread out behind the wagon to pick
up roots as the wagon inched along in front of us. We
cov~l'ed about a thirty-foot swath each time the trac
tor, in low gear and given just enough gas so the
engine wouldn't die, plodded across the field.
By nine o'clock the sun was high in the sky and hot.
The golden light of early morning had turned white. It
was a still, clear day. I could feel the pressure of the
sun on my shoulders and on my head. Up and down
the field, again and again, we followed the tractor.
Each time up and each time back, we walked a little

by Ron Griffitts

slower until my father had to stop the wagon ever so
often for us to catch up.
At about ten o'clock one of the neighbor boys'
tongue started hanging out. His head hung low. His
shoulders were stooped. He stumbled along like he
was drunk. He went over to the fencerow under the
shade tree and slumped against the fence. The sun
was too hot. The ground was too soft and there were
too many roots to pick up. He couldn't bend over and
stand up again.
On and on the three of us stumbled. We had to push
ourselves along. Every once in a while one of us would
trip and fall. It felt so good to lie down. The cloddy
earth was so soft. But we would get up each time, and
pick up more roots and push forward towards the end.
The end was a dream. It wasn't real anymore.
We drank water by the gallon, absorbing it into our
body, but the sun and the air around us drew it out as
fast as we could drink it in.
I became weak as dinnertime approached but not
hungry. My mouth was too dry and I was too tired to
develop an appetite. We pushed on.

We had only one more round to make. Up and back,
and we were through. Then it was done but I don't
remember doing it. I was in a daze and remember
sitting on the back of the wagon and going over to pick
up the neighbor boy. I remember how good it felt to sit
on the wagon instead of standing. No one talked on
the way up to the white farm house. No one had talked
in a long while.
I watched my father as we rode on the wagon. His
blue work shirt was wet. His bib overalls were wet.
His straw hat was pulled down over his forehead more
than it usually was. The plug of tobacco was mo•
tionless in the side of his gray stubbled jaw.
Once up at the house I fell off the wagon and
stumbled to a sugar maple tree in the front yard. I
collapsed on the soft grass in the yard, feeling myself
sink into the ground as I waited for dinner.
I dozed off as I lay under the big shade tree. The
green grass was so cool and soft. The shade of the
sugar maple made me put my arms around the
three-foot-trunk and doze off into sleep.

Dan Cleary

Cindy Bornhorst
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